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global climate and biodiversity, and to prevent environmental

described in relation to internationally agreed goals: Reducing

deterioration. Cities also want and need to improve their

greenhouse gases, managing stormwater runoff, promoting

resilience, especially as regards adapting to climate change.

biodiversity, integrating urban life, work and leisure, and

Many cities see themselves as pioneers: They set their own
ambitious climate targets, develop and practise more sustainable

promoting a circular economy – all common challenges for large
Chinese cities and for cities in other parts of the world.

urban planning strategies to integrate the UN Sustainable

This publication has been produced as part of the GIZ project

Development Goals into their administrative activities. They test

“Sino- German Urbanisation Partnership”, commissioned by the

new technologies, try out innovative forms of dialogue with

German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation

citizens and businesses, and enter into new partnerships for

and Nuclear Safety (BMU). The Sino-German Urbanisation

operating and financing models. Learning from each other opens

Partnership, originally agreed at government level between the

up opportunities: Through the experience others have made as

German Chancellor and the Chinese Prime Minister in 2013, has

“early movers, it offers inspiration and ideas – both for city

for many years formed the basis for Sino-German cooperation

advancement and for limiting political and financial risk. In

on climate-friendly, integrated, sustainable urbanisation and has

addition, learning from other regions of the world potentially

emphasised the important role of cities in achieving climate

brings benefits and the chance to be seen as an “early mover” in

protection goals.
June 2021

the home region.
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PART 1

INTRODUCTION
4

Eco-Civilisation
- The New Driver for China's Urbanisation
In 2019, China’s total energy consumption was seven times higher than in 1980 and China accounted for 27% of global greenhouse gas
emissions. This is seen as a consequence of the country’s rapid development since its economic opening and development reforms, which
started in 1979.
To mitigate environmental and societal challenges connected with its rapid industrial, civil and urban development, the aspiration towards
a green and sustainable transition has been part of Chinese reform programmes since the 11th Five-Year Plan (2006-2010), in which
targets for lower energy and water consumption, and for a reduction in major pollutants were spelled out for the first time in the country’s
planning history. China’s ambition level has been gradually increased and widened in the course of the government’s subsequent five-year
plans and it now has some of the world’s most ambitious sustainability targets in place. These include:
•

The “Blueprint of Ecological Civilisation”, presented by President Xi Jinping at the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of
China held in October 2017.

•

China’s new Carbon Emission Reduction Target agreed on September 22, 2020, where China promised to reach carbon neutrality in
2060, reduce its carbon emissions by 60–65% of 2005 levels, and achieve peak carbon emissions by 2030.

With respect to green urban development, 8 cities from 5 provinces were first selected by the Central Government in 2010 as “low carbon
pilot cities”. Subsequently, low carbon pilot projects were carried out widely across China: In 45 selected cities in 2012 and in a further 87
selected cities by 2017. These pilots accumulated knowledge about green urban development and strengthened best practices. In 2015, the
focus on sustainability was extended to 15 new “sponge city pilots” with specific consideration being given to climate adaption and heavy
rainfall.
The low-carbon pilot projects were implemented based on a specialised “low-carbon plan” and relevant construction guidance for all
stages – from masterplans to conceptual designs, from detailed designs to actual construction. Emphasis was placed on the integration of
industrial development and urban construction, spatial distribution, intensive and comprehensive use of natural resources, low-carbon and
environmental-friendly infrastructure, low-carbon and high-production efficiency – all in line with creating a comfortable, but low-carbon
lifestyle for the Chinese population.
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Main development drivers for China
With the growing public attention to the depletion of global common goods and resources, and the increasingly prominent problem of
climate change, the aspiration of low-carbon, sustainable cities has become key in the global fight to combat that negative development
pathway. At the same time, Chinese cities face additional challenges in their urbanisation efforts, such as an aging population and the
expectation of a large share of lower and middle-income groups that the government will provide them with improved living standards
and opportunities for increased consumption – opportunities in Chinese cities include digitalisation, and relatively fast post-pandemic
normalisation.
Climate change is a serious challenge that all mankind is facing. Transforming to a low-carbon economy and society is the only way to
cope with climate change, and with its potentially destabilizing effects on China and global world order. As expressed in its nationally
determined contribution (NDC), China will increase its ambition and targets to achieve peak carbon emissions by 2030 and will strive to
achieve carbon neutrality by 2060.
China’s urbanisation is entering the “2.0 period”, i.e. advancing from an era of high-speed sprawl to one of high-quality development.
In former times – and possibly still today in a few lesser-developed provinces – urbanisation was geared towards heavy industrial
development, which was often connected with high levels of pollution. The new type urbanisation is steered to a concept China refers to as
“Ecological Civilisation”, expressing the nexus of green industries and sustainable cities.
At this point, we would like to share a few facts and statistical figures to give a better impression of the current situation faced in China:
•

By the end of 2019, the permanent population of all Chinese cities and towns counted a total of 848 million citizens, accounting for
61% of the total population; this represents approximately 20% of the global urban population.

•

Aging of the Chinese population is expected to accelerate. Around 2022, China will officially become an aging society. While currently
the share of citizens aged over 60 is approximately 17.5%, by 2050 one-third of the Chinese population will be over 60 years old.

•

The advent of the digital era, described in China’s “Made in China 2025” strategy, triggered the country’s ambition to transform its
traditional manufacturing sector into intelligent manufacturing industries with own innovations, based on new-generation information
technology – such as 5G, artificial intelligence, cloud computing, autonomous driving, etc.

•

China’s strict stance towards epidemic prevention and control of Covid-19 has led to new requirements for the resilient planning and
design of cities, streets, public spaces, buildings, etc.

China currently takes a pro-active approach in tackling these challenges and is committed to transforming from a carbon-intensive to a
low-carbon economy. In doing so, China wants to elevate the green competitiveness of its cities and develop them as role models for other
cities around the world.
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Focus of the Sino-German Urbanisation Partnership
For many years, the Sino-German Urbanisation Partnership, under which this publication has been produced, has facilitated exchanges
between China and Germany on climate-friendly, integrated, sustainable city development. It has also stressed the significance of cities in
addressing global climate challenges through the following strategies relating to the sectoral debate in China:
•

Low-carbon city development is a comprehensive planning approach towards climate change mitigation.

•

Energy-efficient buildings are a key pillar; concepts include the application of sustainable designs and construction methods, modern
approaches on construction material resource efficiency, and the overarching focus on higher-quality, healthier buildings.

•

Eco-infrastructure is a term which is used for both physical and digital infrastructure. It expresses the connection of green buildings,
the focus on green processes and practices, and the proximity to the nature. Such infrastructure is typically developed based on a
combination of top-down and bottom-up city planning processes, and considers the interests of the different population groups, such
as families, senior citizens, and other vulnerable groups.

•

Nature-based solutions are local actions to protect, sustainably manage, and restore natural or modified ecosystems in urban areas,
and at the same time benefit human well-being and biodiversity.

•

Green recovery is a widely adopted term used to describe a proposed package of environmental, regulatory, and fiscal reforms to
recover prosperity after the Covid-19 pandemic. Despite the economic challenges China and other countries face in combating the
pandemic, recovery investments are to consider overarching, long-term low-carbon, sustainability targets.

China’s ambition to be seen as a role model
In China’s 14th Five-Year Plan Proposal, fostering innovation and digitalisation, economic development, structural reforms, further openingup of markets, overarching development, industrial prosperity, and the advancement of the services sector are all stipulated as priority
topics. The country’s overall goal is to improve the well-being of its citizens. This is also the central vision of China’s eco-city development
approaches, by which the country pursues green development and the creation of a better working and living environment for its people. In
terms of urban safety, justice, health, convenience, resilience and sustainability, China aims at building high-quality cities and sustainable
human settlements that focus on ecological civilisation.
China appears determined to actively respond to challenges and put necessary efforts in to move from policy to practice. This includes
enhanced environmental protection measures, green development, and fostering society’s focus towards a sustainable and prosperous
future for all.
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Methodology
Transformative city development is a complex and challenging task. City structures are usually the result of human action taken over
long periods of time, i.e. government planning and management approaches reflecting more or less the needs and views of residents and
businesses. Cities are usually shaped or constrained by the surrounding natural environments as well as historically established built
structures. For this publication we attempted to provide a mix of representative cases to showcase the various dimensions of sustainability
and innovations for different applications. In doing so, we developed the “Indicator Cube” displayed below. The Indicator Cube visualises the
three dimensions that guided our case selection:

SPATIAL DIMENSION - The spatial dimension distinguishes four planning
levels: Regional level, city level, district level, and buildings level.
THEMATIC DIMENSION - The thematic dimension categorises most relevant
urban innovations into 9 themes. All of the cases presented tacklee one or
more of these:
1. (Local) instruments for low-carbon development
2. Urban spatial design
3. Low-carbon architecture
4. Urban nature-based solutions
5. Energy efficiency in buildings
6. Digital city management/smart governance
7. Citizen participation
8. Urban mobility
9. Adaptation to climate change
IMPACT DIMENSION – The impact dimension comprises the key environmental
nmental
use gas
impacts of the different cases, i.e. on biodiversity, greenhouse
shments
emissions, urban resilience, resource efficiency and accomplishments
regarding sustainable lifestyles for citizens.
The Indicators Cube was used to select and evaluate the cases presented
is this publication.

Case selection
China has been on a more than a decade long journey of government-led ecological city planning, as mentioned above, based on a series
of “pilot city “nominations on specific aspects of city innovations. The results of such pilot city projects completed between 2010 and 2020
have been peer reviewed for this publication. The main data sources were a series of annual “China Low-Carbon Eco-City Development
Reports” and a series of “China Green Building Reports”, mainly published by the Chinese Society for Urban Studies (CSUS). The cases
finally selected for this publication are meant to be interesting for an international audience, as well as provide a clear profile on all three
dimensions of the Indicator Cube.

Data sources
Empirical data were collected using interviews/questionnaires and field observations, and on-site photos were taken. Face-to-face
interviews with different stakeholders were conducted on selected cases.
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Getting Life Back in and around
Liangma River in Beijing
THE GREEN-BLUE-GREY RIVERFRONT REVITALISATION
The Liangma River crosses the centre of Beijing’s Chaoyang District. Between 2015 and 2020 the Beijing Chaoyang
District Water Bureau completed the Liangma Riverfront Revitalisation Development, from strategic master
planning, to design and actual construction. The project strategy was to combine various goals, each represented
by a colour: Green - naturalised riverfront corridor, Blue - strengthening of mainly water related climate
adaptation solutions, and Grey – transformation towards a mobility system for pedestrians and cyclists. Following
the great success of the Liangma project, the Chaoyang Water Bureau applied similar ecological restoration
measures to other rivers in the district.

Project background

Facts & Figures

After years of rapid urbanisation, Beijing faces increasing challenges from traffic congestion,

Location:
Chaoyang District, Beijing

shortage of public space, and inadequate drainage systems. One of the city’s solutions is the
ecological restoration of rivers.

Length:
4.5 km, on each side of the river

The Liangma River crosses the centre of Beijing’s Chaoyang District. Improving the riverfront and

Liangma Riverfront Area:
80 hectares

river water quality provides a great opportunity to enhance the urban quality of this area. For a
long time, the Liangma River neighbourhood has been confronted with low-quality water, lack of
waterfront accessibility, and poor riverfront public spaces.
Several challenges had to be met to achieve better sustainability. One was the water pollution
caused by the sewage discharge into the urban water bodies. This was solved by an integrated
water drainage system installed as part of an overall effort to improve adaptation to climate
change, and also by an initiative to grow plants with purification characteristics in the nearby
Chaoyang Park, which gradually improved the water quality. Another challenge was a lack of
mobility infrastructure for pedestrians and cyclists, which was improved as part of the project
by upgrading trails for biking and walking. A third challenge was the scarcity of public space,
which was resolved by transforming areas along the riverside that had previously been used
as parking lots into high-quality park-like spaces. The green-blue-grey riverfront revitalization
project focused on both sides of the riverfront along a section of river measuring 4.5 km in
length. The project became a prominent example of Beijing’s successful liveable city development
approach.

4 km biking route
established for 15
mins fast drive within
downtown Beijing

20 hectares of
new green public
space at downtown
Beijing created

100% cloud burst
managed and 20 mil.
CNY saved for avoided
storm water pipes
(2.55 mil. EUR)

Figure 1: Grey-Green-Blue liveability 3 in 1 solution.
Source: NORDiQ, 2017

Project Authority:
Water Bureau of Chaoyang District
Government, Beijing
The Chaoyang Water Bureau is
responsible for the Liangma Riverfront area landscape planning and
water quality environment development
programme.
Completion Time:
December 2019
Included flood protection control,
stormwater quality and discharge
management, sluice control
management, co-development of
platforms for water activities and co
development of the green corridor.
Project Cost:
CNY 270 million (€35 million – currency
conversion rate updated April 2021)

This case study is one of a series of 10 on urban
innovations towards low-carbon development in
Chinese cities, prepared by NORDiQ on behalf of
GIZ in June 2021. More information can be found at
www.Transition-China.org
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Vision and goals
The history of Liangma River can be traced back to the Ming Dynasty’s Yongle Years (around the 15th century) when it was the location
of the royal stables. The name of the river derives from the activity that took place there: Washing and drying of horses, as Liang means
drying and Ma means horse. Liangma River is part of the Grand Canal, an artificial river system which stretches over more than 1,700 km
in length. The river connects Beijing to many other areas in China and has been a well-known Beijing landmark, symbolising the city to the
outside world across several centuries.
In the course of the 13th Five-Year Plan period (2016 – 2020), the Liangma River waterfront revitalisation project has successfully turned
the Chaoyang District into a vibrant central, international neighbourhood with a high-quality urban, publicly-accessible riverfront for social
activities, featuring improved water quality and restored soft riverbanks, which now house a good degree of biodiversity. Goals included:
•

Creating an 80-hectare green corridor, providing people with better access to water in downtown Beijing;

•

Bringing 50,000+ residents back to vibrant waterfront activities by day and by night;

•

Applying a broad range of nature-based solutions, saving the city CNY 20 million CNY (€2.25 million – conversion rate updated April
2021) on alternative storm water pipe investment;

•

Moving safely through downtown Beijing by bike, covering 4 km in 15 minutes.

Figure 2: Site photo of the Liangma River before the renovation.
Source: NORDiQ, 2017

Figure 3: Site photo of the Liangma River.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

Four sections of the Liangma riverfront revitalization project
SECTION 1:

SECTION 2:

TRADITIONAL BANK

INTERNATIONAL BANK

دཥ࿔ࣅቛ๖ӂ

ࡔाୁࠌၛӂ

Figure 4: Design characters of 4 sections.
Source: NORDiQ, 2017
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SECTION 3:

SECTION 4:

COMMERCIAL BANK

NATURAL BANK

ฆᄽᇏૂӂ

୴ิༀႩှӂ

SECTION 1: TRADITIONAL CULTURE SHOWROOM

Trails for pedestrians and cyclists along the river
At the southern end of the project section, residential areas for residents and diplomatic apartments for expats are located on both
sides of the river. The design concept includes arched bridges to connect the riverbanks, creating an oriental impression fostered by a
combination of green willows, red bridges, lotus ponds and shadow-giving trees. The scenery inspires interplay between Chinese and
foreign residents spending their free time there, creating a stage for cultural exchange. In the summer months, by day and by night, elderly
residents can be seen fishing and swimming in the river – despite it being officially prohibited. For the younger generation, some parts of
the river feature a rubber-paved running track beside the pedestrian path, and the area also provides sites for exercise and workouts. A
colourful light installation at night-time ensures the area remains a recreational zone until late into the night, for example for running,
walking, or meeting family and friends.

Figure 5: Beautiful night scenery adds vitality for the night of the river.
Source: Image.baidu.com

Figure 6: Children's play facilities between two platforms.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

Figure 7: Green willows and red bridge.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

SECTION 2: INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES

Forming an urban living room for international cultural exchange
The “embassy section” of the site is located on the north side of the
embassy area. In line with the masterplan’s proposal to connect the
public spaces in the surrounding plots with the space alongside the
river, a fully walkable path was created, leading from the buildings
to the riverbank. The architectural skyline and original water
sculptures on the northern bank serve as outdoor forums and form
characteristic landscape nodes.
Figure 8: The sculpture with waterfall.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021
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Figure 9: Liangma River reflects the spectacular architectural skyline on the north bank.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

SECTION 3: RIVERFRONT GREEN CORRIDOR FOR COMMERCIAL ENTERTAINMENT

Creating a living showroom of urban activities
The commercial section integrates the existing commercial centres, including the Lufthansa Centre and the Solana Shopping Mall, by
creating an outdoor commercial space on the waterfront. The Lufthansa Commercial Wharf now provides visitors a safe urban plaza
attraction near the river. The planning goal of connecting riverfront green areas and community sports parks to the waterfront space
of Solana and further beyond to the well-known, large Chaoyang Park has been achieved. The areas are suitable for sports and leisure
activities in addition to providing elements of urban nature and habitats for flora and fauna.

Figure 10: The transformation of the Yonghe Sluice.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

Figure 11: The wooden deck in front of Solana as fantastic outdoor commercial space.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

SECTION 4: GREEN ECOLOGICAL LEISURE – CHAOYANG PARK WATERFLOW

Making the Liangma River breathable again
In the “ecological section” connecting to Chaoyang Park, the masterplan aimed at applying natural conditions for improving the water
quality. This was achieved by introducing higher levels of oxygen and more biodiversity, both made possible by enhancing the riverbank
design. The area also offers leisure and entertainment qualities, such as bridges and platforms meant for sunbathers and water sports.
The redesign of the winding, concave banks softened the banks’ slopes and made the waterfront more easily accessible. The new design
strengthened the natural characteristics of the water body itself and restored the natural habitats.
The natural wetland landscape surrounds the ecological floating island and infinity pool. The area provides a platform for engaging in
activities on the water, and the setting treats visitors to an ecological experience on and near the river.
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Figure 12: Ecological revetment and boardwalk cross the water.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

Before the renovation, connectivity of public spaces on both sides of the Liangma River was very poor. The riverfront spaces were blocked
to varying degrees by private car parks and parallel parking along the riverfront roads.
Pedestrians and cyclists had to wait and cross streets at difficult road intersections, waiting for at times heavy vehicle traffic. The new
design has transformed the riverfront into a vibrant public space with various types of trails – bike trails, walking trails, running trails,
and exploration trails – which all connect to public transportation hubs, open spaces, parks, and commercial areas.

Figure 13: The continuous water boardwalk provides an enjoyable, water-friendly walking experience for people living and working in the surrounding area.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

Urban nature-based solutions – blue-green ecological infrastructure
The concept of nature-based solutions was applied in the Liangma River water quality management project. The natural riverbank can
increase the oxygen content in the water, boosting better aeration, which improves the living environment of water organisms. River bays
and concave banks provide places for biological reproduction and can also be used as a fluctuation zone during flooding. The design of the
banks thereby facilitates the continuation of biological life, while the various river formations can greatly increase biodiversity.
The water quality in the Liangma River will be increased by filtration using root zone treatment or conventional treatment at the
wastewater treatment plant in downstream Chaoyang Park. The recirculation increases filtration, as the water can pass through the root
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zone at frequent intervals, with the flow in the river aerating the water, further increasing the water quality to meet China’s national water
quality standard (GB 3838-2002). In terms of the Chinese National Standard of Surface Water Quality, this solution has increased the water
quality from level V to level IV (I being the purest).
By implementing the sponge city design concept in the area around the Liangma River, excess rainwater is now directed towards the
Liangma River channel in a controlled manner – as opposed to a potentially uncontrolled flood during and after heavy rainfall. The
sponge solution integrated into the landscape area along the Liangma River severely reduced the neighbourhood’s risk of flooding during
a statically calculated 10-year heavy rainfall event risk interval. An alternative solution could have been the construction of large
stormwater pipes, which would have required an investment of CNY 20 million (EUR 2.52 million – conversion rate updated in April 2021).

Figure 14: Underwater forest.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

Figure 15: The aeration device in the river.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

Figure 16: Biodiversity in Liangma River.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

Civil society participation
It was the first time that Chaoyang District carried out a river-area redevelopment project based on “co-creation between government and
enterprises”. The project applied a modern approach of “mutual consultation, co-governance, co-construction, co-management, sharing, and
win-win” in their development project. The Chaoyang District administration invited 22 large enterprises to the discussion meetings about
plans to design the riverfront and associated offers for social activities and encouraged joint efforts in water quality treatment.

Reference
[1] Beijing Chaoyang Rong Media Center. (2020, August 20). ଋகࢋޅ൧ӂଋ၎ǈጽҭǈᅃഐඁੂੂƽ [Liangma River international style waterfront opens up. Let's go and
have a look!] Beijing Chaoyang Official. Retrieved from https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1675510075230908876&wfr=spider&for=pc (in Chinese)
[2] Ye, X. (2020, October 23). ԛଋகࢋṦഐઠƽփ৳ॽڦઠǈኄཚႜᆴ ذ. [Beijing Liangma River is beautiful up! It will be available for pleasure boating here in the
near future.] Beijing Daily. Retrieved from http://beijing.qianlong.com/2020/1023/4894351.shtml (in Chinese)
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Transforming Urban Mobility:
The Bicycle Highway in Beijing
REVITALISED BIKING CULTURE FOR A GREENER URBAN FUTURE
Beijing strives to become a biking-friendly world-class mega city. The construction of a 3,200 km biking network and
9 “soft mobility” pilot zones in the 5th Ring Road area of the Chinese capital were completed in 2020. As an important
segment of the biking network, a 6.5 km bicycle highway was inaugurated in 2019. Among other benefits, the bike
highway provides for faster and safer commuting by bike between densely populated neighbourhoods. It revitalises
Beijing’s biking culture, reduces car traffic and leads to a reduction in CO2 emissions, thus improving air quality.

Good reasons for cycling in Beijing

Facts & Figures

Fifty percent of all trips in Beijing are short to medium-length trips in the area around the 6th

Location:
Huilongguan & Shangdi areas, Beijing

Ring Road. Biking can potentially serve such demand, particularly between and around highdensity residential and commercial areas. Huilongguan is a typical residential area where more
people live than work. The district is in the north of Beijing (Figure 2). Some 200,000 of the
area’s one million residents commute to the neighbouring Shangdi area for work.
The previously-available routes and modes of transportation for these commuters were subject
to typical urban transport problems, ranging from traffic congestion, overcrowded public
transport, and long commuting times, too dangerous, inefficient bike routes impaired by heavy
car traffic, e.g. there are two highways, bridges, and bike path interruptions. This has related
impacts on the environment (Figure 3). Therefore, the Beijing Municipality pragmatically selected
the areas Huilongguan and Shangdi for their first bike highway project.
The project aimed at transforming the urban mobility experience by encouraging green mobility

Project Cost:
CNY 380 million or EUR 48 million –
conversion rate updated April 2021
Construction Period:
September 2018 - May 2019
Operation Period:
Since May 2019
Population Served:
200,000
Road Length:
6.5 km
Road Width:
6 metres

and improving citizens’ commuting efficiency. From the very beginning, plans foresaw the
opportunity to later expand the current 6.5 km bike highway to create a larger-scale bike
network of corridors and roads.

Figure 1: An aerial view of the bicycle highway, which runs parallel with Metro Line 13.
Source: Zhang Kewei, 2019

This case study is one of a series of 10 on urban
innovations towards low-carbon development in
Chinese cities, prepared by NORDiQ on behalf of
GIZ in June 2021. More information can be found at
www.Transition-China.org
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The comprehensive planning process included a broad variety of tools such as big data analytics and citizen participation mechanisms
to find the most effective solutions to existing environmental and social challenges. Connecting two densely populated city areas and
responding to the high demand from 200,000 residents, the desired impact on the transport situation and the level of social acceptance
had to be positive.
.

Figure 2: The size and distribution of Huilongguan (orange) and Shangdi (red) areas,
and their connections with the bicycle highway.
Source: Base map adopted from map.baidu.com

Figure 3: The previously available routes of different commuting modes
between Huilongguan and Shangdi areas were inefficient.
Source: Base map adopted from map.baidu.com

Well accepted, intensively used
The bike lane group at Beijing’s Municipal Institute of City Planning and Design has been constantly monitoring the use of the HuilongguanShangdi bicycle highway. Sensors were installed to count the number of passing cyclists. Some 1.4 million people now use the bicycle
highway every year. Compared to the previous biking routes, the average commuting time for cyclists decreased by 18%, to approximately
27 minutes. In comparison with other commuting modes, the average time for public transport based on metro lines and busses is 52
minutes, which is about 48% longer than using the bicycle highway; when driving by car, commuters need 31 minutes, about 13% longer.

Costs and benefits
The total cost of the biking highway project was approximately CNY 380 million (or EUR 48 million). The investment costs are countered by
several monetary and non-monetary benefits.
According to an analysis of the bike lane group, the total benefits generated by the Huilongguan-Shangdi bicycle highway are much higher
than the project’s investment costs. It is estimated that a total of CNY 100 million (EUR 12.6 million) can be saved annually due to reduced
commuting time; CNY 150 million (EUR 19 million) can be saved per year in public health costs due to healthier biking citizens; CNY 40
million (EUR 5 million) p.a. can be generated from advertising in public areas; CNY 78 million (EUR 9.8 million) can be saved due to the
project’s various environmental and social impacts. (Currency conversion rates as per April 2021).
Based on the calculated annual passenger flow on the Huilongguan-Shangdi bicycle highway, the positively-changed mobility behaviour
of residents – from using private cars to cycling – results in an estimated reduction of 8,400 tons of CO2 and savings of 3.64 million
litres of gasoline per year. Conserving resources and energy is a goal of the bicycle highway project. Prefabricated steel structures were
predominantly used for its construction, which reduced the construction time and decreased the amount of embodied greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. Furthermore, energy efficient technologies such as solar energy panels for fuelling a low-energy lighting system are used in
operating the bicycle highway.
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Impacts go far beyond commuting
Use of this convenient and attractive bicycle highway is not limited to urban commuters. Other citizens and visitors frequently use the
new infrastructure for leisure, exercise, and sightseeing. According to the bike lane group, around 27% of the cyclists currently using the
highway are non-commuters.
In Beijing, the bike highway project is the first of its kind. The citizen participation process before, during, and after the project
construction phase has largely improved the quality of the design and helped leverage social acceptance and economic impacts. Inspired
by this project, the applied citizen participation method has meanwhile been used in other projects in and beyond Beijing to facilitate
citizen engagement and community building.

Figure 4: Citizens use the bicycle highway for commuting and exercise.
Source: Renchao, 2019

Considering accessibility for specific user groups, such as seniors and disabled citizens, 3 disabled access and mobility lifts and 7 bike
lifts have been constructed at the entrances to the highway to avoid the difficulty of carrying bikes up onto the bridge. The bike lifts only
take up a small amount of space and can significantly improve cyclists’ experience (Figures 5 & 6). Many convenience stores and restrooms
along the highway further enhance cyclists’ biking experience and comfort. The spaces underneath the highway are used for bike parking
areas and public activities (Figures 7 & 8). In addition, the improved green mobility behaviour and resulting calmed living environment led
to reductions in traffic noise and improved local air quality, and thus to improved citizens’ health.

Beijing becoming a world-class biking-friendly city
As the bicycle highway has become a national pilot project, it has attracted both experts and non-experts from other parts of Beijing and
from elsewhere in China to try it out. Valuable feedback is regularly collected from the different user groups, which continuously improves
the existing construction and services, and contributes to the further expansion of city-level cycling infrastructures and facilities.
Based on the survey results collected by the Bike Lane Group, 92% of interviewees are very satisfied with the bicycle highway. It has been
covered in many media reports across the country thanks to the nation-wide interest in the project.
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Figure 5: Bike lift, ramp technology from Netherlands-based company VeloComfort.
Source: Renchao, 2019,

Figure 7: Bike parking near the connection points to public transportation.
Source: Renchao, 2019

Figure 6: The bike lift can improve cyclists’ experience.
Source: Beijing Daily, 2019

Figure 8: Seniors citizens relaxing with the younger generation in shades.
Source: Bike Lane Group, 2020

Implementation of the bicycle highway triggered a discussion at the national level among city planners, urban designers, and relevant
administrations. Inspired by the project, city officials from Tianjin, Chengdu, Hangzhou, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Shanghai visited the site
and initiated relevant research to promote green mobility in their respective cities.
Beijing’s traditional biking culture and urban identity has been partly reinstalled by this signature project. One notable example from June
2, 2019: Over 300 cyclists gathered and cycled on the Hui-Tian bicycle highway, calling for public donations for the “hearing -impaired”,
see Figure 9. During the 2019 Beijing Silk Road Countries Conference, which aimed at knowledge sharing, ambassadors cycled on the
bicycle highway, as seen in Figure 10. During another visit in November 2020, shown in Figure 11, the Danish counsellor for sustainable
development between the sister cities of Beijing and Copenhagen, visited the highway with members of the Beijing transportation
department.
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Figure 9: 300 public benefit cyclists gathered on the bicycle highway to help open a restaurant
for the hearing-impaired people
Source: Publicity Department of Changping District Municipal Committee, 2019

Figure 10: Representatives of the Silk Road countries are biking on the
bicycle highway in September 2019.
Source: Bike Lane Group, 2020

Figure 11: Danish Sustainability Counsellor and professionals from Beijing Institution for Planning and Design are using the bicycle highway with shared bikes in November 2020.
Source: Anderskov, 2020
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Not in Beijing, but also worthy of note: The Xiamen Cycling Skyway
Location: Underneath the northern part of the Xiamen BRT overhead bridge between Hongwen Station & Xianhou Station
Costing: CNY 550 million (EUR 69.3 million – conversion rate updated April 2021)
Construction Period: August 2016 - January 2017
Operation Period: Since January 2017
Road Length: 7.6 km
Road Width: 2.8 metres + 2.8 metres in separated sections, 4.5 metres in merged sections (Figure 12)
Bicycle Station: 7
Entrance / Exit: 11
Purpose: Leisure and recreation

Figure 12: Bird's-eye view of Xiamen Cycling Skyway.
Source: Dissing+Weitling, 2019

Figure 13: Profile of the cycling skyway.
Source: Sohu, 2018
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Figure 14: Profile of the cycling skyway.
Source: Sohu, 2016

Linking People and Green Spaces:
Wuhan East Lake Greenway
CREATING PLACES OF NATURE, CULTURAL AND SPORTS IN WUHAN
The 102 km Wuhan East Lake Greenway, linking millions of citizens to the largest urban lake in China, is the first
national greenway to be constructed that has free access 24/7. It is certified at the highest level in Chinese national
tourism. The project has 7 characteristic greenways, connecting sub-areas east of the East Lake Scenic Park. It has
greatly improved the water quality of East Lake and surrounding urban water bodies, increased local bio-diversity,
facilitated greenhouse gas emission reduction and improved air quality through reforestation and the construction of
over 400 km of green mobility roads, hiking paths and sports trails throughout the city.

East Lake Greenway is Wuhan's new ecological landmark project

Facts & Figures

Wuhan, the capital of Hubei province, is an important business centre and home to 11 million

Location:
East Lake Scenic Park, Wuhan

residents. It is located along the middle Yangtze River in central China. Rapid urban development
and shortage of land in Wuhan led to an endangered urban water environment. Lakes and green
spaces in Wuhan were shrinking due to intense urban development activity.
Covering the overall planning strategy for the city-level green space system and green mobility
roads system, the East Lake Greenway project applied a public-private procurement model and
demonstrated ways to preserve urban lakes and green spaces. By creating the longest greenway
surrounding water bodies in China, the project transformed the lake area into downtown’s
“ecological green heart”, where citizens can meet, mingle, and cultivate their connection to
nature.
The East Lake Scenic Park is divided into 5 tourism subareas; the “East Lake Greenway” subarea consists of 7 thematic greenways (Figure 2).
To host events that have specific requirements for site conditions, East Lake Greenway offers a
variety of road types, including a 200 metre-long Starry Nights Running Track using luminous
materials, a 100 metre standard running track that runs parallel to a high-speed train track and
has a stopwatch for runners. There is also an international-standard professional biking path,
which can be used for international cycling competitions surrounded by the scenic lake.

Investment Party:
Wuhan Tourism Development &
Investment Group
Operational Party:
Wuhan East Lake Greenway Operational
and Management Co., Ltd
Project Cost:
Phase II, CNY 4.9 billion (EUR 616
million – conversion rate updated April
2021)
Construction Period:
December 2015 - December 2016
(phase I)
March - December 2017
(phase II)
Operation Period:
Since December 2016
Annual Visitors:
20,000,000
Total Greenway Length:
102 km
(Phase I: 29 km; Phase II: 73 km)
East Lake Waterbody Area:
32 km2
Total Biological Passages:
13 for small animals

Figure 1: A night view photo of Wuhan East Lake Greenway and the downtown area beside Yangtze River.
Source: donghulvdao.com

This case study is one of a series of 10 on urban
innovations towards low-carbon development in
Chinese cities, prepared by NORDiQ on behalf of
GIZ in June 2021. More information can be found at
www.Transition-China.org
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•

Moshan (“Mo” stands for mountain) Greenway is a 6 km long, 4-6-metre-wide forest path-like road that leads to several Chu cultural
attractions.

•

Senlin (Forest) Greenway is 26 km long.

•

Hushan (Lake & Mountain) Greenway is 6 km and has mountains on one side and the lake on the other.

•

6 km Huzhong (Lakefront) Greenway starts from the East Lake Aquarium.

•

9 km Baima (White horse) Greenway goes through a 5 km long peach tree field.

•

Tingtao (Ocean wave) Greenway is located among pear trees.

•

11 km Jiaoye (Countryside) Greenway leads to an urban farming spot.

Figure 2: Distribution of the various greenways with different themes and functions.
Source: donghulvdao.com
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A greener new Wuhan
To ensure that the greenway infrastructure would be used and benefit both residents and tourists of Wuhan, the key stakeholders of
planning and construction in the urban green space system were invited to participate in the project. These stakeholders included
managers of urban ecological resources, the government’s water and landscaping departments, constructors of green space transformation
and renewal, and partners from the private sector. From the outset, they have all been working to facilitate the implementation of the East
Lake Greenway project.
Facing the existing urban development challenges and conflicts between environmental protection and economic growth, decision-makers in
Wuhan, including experts and involved members of civil society, decided to make the city greener by strictly controlling future construction
activities in certain areas and creating more urban green spaces, such as ecological corridors and pocket parks.
The implementation of this vision followed 5 steps, including planning of the area’s environmental needs and standards, construction of the
urban green space system, planning of the Yangtze River axis, planning of greenways, and the transformation and renewal of community
parks.

Figure 3: East Lake Greenway in the beautiful sunset. The project gives citizens access to green areas and improved water quality.
Source: donghulvdao.com

Figure 4: A bird's-eye view photo showing the East Lake Greenway area in autumn. East Lake Greenway changes its colours along with the changing seasons.
Source: donghulvdao.com
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A liveable new Wuhan
To create a liveable and new lifestyle environment around the East Lake Scenic Park, the greenway project engaged a variety of local
neighbourhood citizens and related stakeholder groups from the initial stage of the planning. This guaranteed that human-focused
considerations were included in the project design, with the area becoming an important green access space for all ages. Public
participation helped raise local citizens’ awareness of environmental protection and sustainable living.

A resilient new Wuhan
The East Lake Greenway project protected a natural heritage site in Wuhan. Following the latest development planning regulations, negative
environmental impacts on urban water environment from both urban development and new construction activities were to be mitigated.
To further facilitate urban rainwater management, four large “sponge parks” in line with the sponge city concept have been constructed
in the East Lake Greenway area. The level of urban resilience and the city’s adaptability to extreme weather events and natural disasters
– and especially the ability to cope with urban flooding as result of intense rainfall – can be significantly enhanced using nature-based
solutions. Stronger communities can be created via public consultation, social media communication, online surveys, and social servant
meetings with the assistance of Wuhan Land Administration and Urban Planning Bureau research centre department. Furthermore, many
community-building activities, such as marathons, cycling competitions, and cultural events have been hosted in the East Lake Greenway
area. In 2018, 4,745 students, including 35 international students from 29 countries, took part in the East Lake Greenway University
Marathon and many told the media that: “East Lake Greenway is the most beautiful running way in the world!” (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: The East Lake Greenway University Marathon in 2018.
Source: Zhoudi, 2018

Figure 6: The Greenway largely encourages people to choose green mobility.
Source: Discover the beauty of Hubei, 2017

Figure 7: Dragon boat race in 2019.
Source: Gao Yong, 2019

Figure 8: Jump into the East Lake.
Source: Zhan Song, 2019

An ecological new Wuhan
The greenway project is an important component of Wuhan’s urban green space, better water quality strategy and associated
implementation programme. After the project has been completed, local citizens will have access to green spaces every 300 metres, parks
every 500 metres, and every 2 km to the waterfront, set up in 2011 by the Wuhan Natural Resources and Planning Bureau as part of the
project’s sustainability goal. Wuhan’s average green park area per capita (13 m2/person) and park service coverage rate (95%) are both
higher than the those required by Chinese national standards.
Wuhan is becoming an ecological city. The green spaces in the downtown area have increased by 1,306 hectares in the 4 years from 2013
to 2017, with average annual growth of 327 hectares, and average annual growth of 18%. The protection and construction of the East Lake
Greenway brought a large increase in green space (639 hectares) in 2017. In addition, the rate of excellent ambient air quality in Wuhan
was 65% in 2016, with the rate increasing further to 68% in 2018 after the second phase of the East Lake Greenway project completion.
Ecological protection and biodiversity restoration are goals for the planning, construction, and operation cycles of the East Lake Scenic
Park. The East Lake Greenway not only enables citizens to achieve a “slower place of life” that improves green mobility, but also preserved
and built a total of 24 biological corridors and bird habitats to protect the habitats of hundreds of wild vertebrates and a large variety
of other species. A study shows 368 types of vascular plants in the first phase of the East Lake Greenway area and plant diversity in the
whole area remains at a high level.
The improved water quality also made East Lake an ideal location for water-related activities and events. Aiming to host annual open
water swimming competitions, the first Wuhan Marathon Swimming Contest took place in the East Lake Greenway area in November 2017
(Figure 9). By March 2021, East Lake Scenic Park had successfully hosted 4 competitions.
25% of Wuhan city land is now covered with surface water. Covering an area of 33 km2 (including the surrounding area), Wuhan’s East
Lake is the largest urban inner lake in China and is becoming a successful demonstration model for urban integrated development which
takes in ecology, sustainable lifestyles, healthy living and tourism, etc. The Wuhan Greenway project includes a wide range of innovations
for sustainable urban development, having turned from a lake with poor water quality into a charming inner-urban public creation space.
The greenway project has led the green transition of the urban mobility system, car-free park environment, sustainable lifestyle in and
around the lake area, and a fenceless green park with free, 24/7 access to everything. Based on these integrated achievements of the
Wuhan Greenway project, the project was designated as a Chinese Urban Public Space Renewable National Demonstration Project by UNHabitat in 2016.

Figure 9: The East Lake Scenic Park hosted the first Wuhan Marathon Swimming Contest, attracting 1,100 professional and amateur athletes in 2017.
Source: Ren Yong, 2019
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Figure 10: The East Lake Greenway offers citizens space for social and cultural activities.
Source: Hu Jiusi, 2019
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Shenzhen:
Switching to 100% Electric Buses
NEW TECHNOLOGIES, BUSINESS MODELS AND FINANCING MECHANISMS
In 2017, Shenzhen became the world’s first city to have a 100% electric bus system. Around 176,000 electric
buses and 5,600 electric taxis now operate today in the city under the management of three local bus groups.
The goal of switching the mobility system entirely from diesel to electric was achieved via four key enabling
factors, including state and local subsidies, a reduction of upfront investment using a leasing business model,
optimization of charging and operations, and a producer responsibility scheme for batteries. With this approach,
Shenzhen achieved total annual CO2 emission reductions of 1.35 million tons in 2017.

Project description

Facts & Figures

In Shenzhen, China, diesel-powered buses had only accounted for 0.5% of the city’s vehicle

Location:
Shenzhen

fleet but contributed as much as 20% of total vehicle emissions. Electric buses, powered by
electricity and with zero emissions, were widely advocated to replace the traditional buses. The
green transition from diesel to electricity has reduced total GHG emissions by as much as 1,353
million CO2e annually.
As Shenzhen was selected as one of the electric vehicle pilot cities in 2009, the city government
seized the opportunity to host the World Summer Universiade 2011, demonstrating the city’s
ambition to fight for better air quality and to showcase its efforts to the world. A pilot project
was carried out to ensure that the city, the operators, and manufacturers had enough knowledge

Implementation Period:
2009-2017
Infrastructure Facility:
17,000 electric buses
5,000 charging piles
510 charging stations
Sustainability:
Producer Responsibility Scheme (PRS);
Annual greenhouse gas emission
reduction of 1.35 million tons in 2017

and experience to successfully implement the technology throughout the entire city. During the
pilot phase, the system and the various series of processes were tested, including the operation
of 200 electric buses and 300 electric taxis. In 2016, both national and local regulations for
electric vehicles were aligned to strongly promote the green mobility transition. By the end
of 2017, Shenzhen announced that all its own 16,350 buses in the city had been electrified.
Meanwhile, other privately-operated buses (e.g. sightseeing buses) had become electric as well.
The total number of city-owned buses and privately-operated buses cover an average daily
mileage of 2.85 million km.

Figure 1: BYD pure electric double-decker sightseeing bus B12D.
Source: BYD, 2020

This case study is one of a series of 10 on urban
innovations towards low-carbon development in
Chinese cities, prepared by NORDiQ on behalf of
GIZ in June 2021. More information can be found at
www.Transition-China.org
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The electric buses are operated by three local bus companies, illustrated in terms of market share produced by BYD, the largest Chinese
electric vehicle producer. BYD is headquartered in Shenzhen and now sells electric buses to 300 cities around the world, among others in
Japan, Europe, and the US.
The price of a standard electric bus in China is around CNY 1.8 million (EUR 230,000), while the price of a diesel bus is only CNY 600,000
(EUR 76,000). In addition to the price of the vehicle, substantial investment in infrastructure is required to set up charging facilities. (All
currency conversion rates updated May 2021).

Figure 2: Shenzhen e-bus market share in 2017

Figure 3: The British Consulate General in Guangzhou, Shenzhen Bus Group and
BYD, held the "Race to Zero Carbon, Green Transport Partnership Event" on 13
November 2020.
Source: Shenzhen Special Zone Daily, 2020

Figure 4: BYD K8 won the 'Top selling electric bus award' in 2018.
Source: BYD, 2018

Through its decade-long efforts in transitioning to green public transportation, Shenzhen learned valuable lessons. It also attracted
widespread attention, both domestically and internationally, as the city was spearheading electric bus manufacturing in China. The key
enablers for that transition are described below.

Policies and subsidies
The technology transition required substantial city investment in electric buses and charging infrastructure. The many complementary
national and local finance policies and subsidy schemes were the most important enablers of the large-scale transition.
1. Policy initiatives
Our search through the official websites of the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Science and Technology, the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology, the National Development and Reform Committee, the Shenzhen Municipal Bureau of Finance, and the Shenzhen
Municipal Development and Reform Committee, etc., revealed a list of major governmental notices regarding promotion and support
mechanisms for new energy vehicles in Shenzhen. A selection is listed in the table below.
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Table 1: National and local financial subsidy notices for the electric bus mobility system
Year
2015

2016

2016

National / Local
National

National

Local

Policy Series

Responsibilities

Notice about the 2016-2020 financial support

Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Scientific and

policy for the promotion and application of new

Technology, Ministry of Industrial and Information

energy vehicles

Technology, National Development and Reform

Notice about Adjusting the Financial Subsidy

Committee
Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Scientific and

Policy for the Promotion and Application of New

Technology, Ministry of Industrial and Information

Energy Vehicles

Technology, National Development and Reform

Notice about the Financial Support Policy for the

Committee
Shenzhen municipal bureau of finance, and Shenzhen

Promotion and Application of New Energy Vehicles municipal Development and Reform committee
2017

in Shenzhen in 2016
Notice about Shenzhen Promotion and Application of Shenzhen municipal bureau of finance, and Shenzhen

Local

Financial Support Policies for New Energy Vehicles municipal Development and Reform committee
in 2017
Source: Notice on the 13th Five-Year Plan (2016-2020) financial support policy for the promotion and application of new energy vehicles, published in 2015

2. Subsidies for electric buses
Initially the subsidy system had focused on support for the procurement of buses with specific features, such as size, as stated in the
Notice about the Financial Subsidy Policy for the Promotion and Application of New Energy Vehicles published in 2016. From 2017 subsidies
were changed to incentivize proper operation and utilization of electric buses.
Bus operators in Shenzhen receive subsidies when the leasing agreement is signed with a third-party leasing company. The subsidy
policies per electric bus are as shown below.

Table 2: Operational subsidy scheme (All currency conversion rate was updated on May 20th, 2021)
Timing
Subsidy amount
Subsidy Beneficiaries
Conditions
Ownership
Leasing agreement Third-party financial
Before June 260,000 CNY(33046.41 EUR)/vehicle/year no matter Bus Operator
1st 2013
After June

of the operational actual conditions
receiving annually
422,700 CNY (53854.4 The subsidy will be reduced Bus Operator

1st 2013

EUR)/vehicle/year

by 6.6 CNY(0.84 EUR)/km if

based on the actual the operational distance is
operational distance less than 64,000km.
6.6 CNY(0.84 EUR)/km
of 64.000km as
the benchmark for

operational subsidy will

receiving the full

be paid on top, if the

amount of grant.

operational distance is more

receiving annually

only
organization has the
Leasing agreement ownership the bus and
and actual
charging facilities, during
operation distance the 8 years’ operation
recording.
period.

than 64.000 km. However
max amount for subsidy
distance is 70.000km.the
operational distance is more
than 64.000 km. However
max amount for subsidy
distance is 70.000km.
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Shenzhen bus operators provide both the electric buses and the whole charging infrastructure. They are responsible for the maintenance
in the eight-year leasing period. If the electric buses cannot obtain the necessary quality certification in the operational stage, potential
losses are to be borne by the operators. The bus operators gain full ownership of the electric buses and charging facilities when the
leasing agreement is fully paid off after an eight-year leasing period.
In addition, electric bus manufacturers are responsible for recycling batteries. Manufacturing companies receive subsidies from the
Shenzhen government if batteries are properly recycled.

Innovations on business models for investment and operation
1. Green finance
Innovative green financing mechanisms, where national subsidies are channelled to the market, have played a critical role in Shenzhen’s
green mobility transition. The national piloting scheme encouraged development of the electric vehicle industry in China, which in 2017 had
an estimated value of CNY 100 billion (approximately EUR 12.7 billion).
Green finance has been provided to a few bus operating companies in Shenzhen, mostly through the Bank of China Financial Leasing Group.
2. Procurement and operation business model
As an alternative to the conventional way of purchasing the buses upfront, the operators were given the opportunity to lease the electric
busses and pay off the price over an eight-year leasing period, after which they received full ownership. In addition to the reduction of
the initial investment gap, the leasing structure improved performance efficiency for the bus operating companies as maintenance by the
manufacturer was included during the lease period.
The electric bus manufacturer BYD retained responsibility for the batteries, the engine system, the electric control system, and the
charging facilities. Such arrangements were agreed in contracts signed with all three public bus operators in Shenzhen.

Optimize charging and operation
Due to the relatively long charging times and associated labour intensity, a series of efficiency improvements were brought forward,
ranging from “Green electricity tariffs“ using excess energy during off-peak times, modifications in the design of the charging stations,
improvements to charging poles, as well as enhancements of bus routes and added customized routes. The following outlines some aspects
of the optimization efforts.

Figure 5: Futian transportation hub bus charging station.
Source: Alysha Webb, 2011
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Figure 6: Typical charging station pole.
Source: Image.baidu.com

1. Charging performance optimization
A “green”, flexible electricity pricing mechanism based on power grid utilization leads to considerable fuel cost reductions, particularly
when buses are charged during off-peak times. The bus operators save more than 150% on their electricity bill compared to the previous
electricity pricing system, which was based on fixed electricity prices. The electricity can be offered at lower prices because excess
energy, e.g. due to lower consumption during night-time hours, may be more effectively used.
Meanwhile, electric bus charging pole usage rates have been increased by between 100% and 300% thanks to technology advancements in
the past few years. The following can be observed:
•

Reduction of the initial investment of the stations and piles

•

Shortening the repayment periods of investments in charging

•

Reduction of labour intensity required in operating charging
stations

stations

•

Space optimization at the charging stations

2. Bus route optimization
In addition to 330 regular bus routes in the city, the bus operators have opened 810 “customised bus routes” suiting the different types of
commuting purposes, such as connecting selected communities with the nearest public transport stations, to work, etc. The customised bus
routes using the “point-to-point” transfer model have provided convenient transportation for citizens and tourists in Shenzhen.

Producer responsibility scheme (PRS)
Because of the national and local mandatory regulations on environmentally friendly producer responsibility, electric bus manufacturers
were made responsible for life-cycle management of the batteries in Shenzhen.
The scheme forms a reasonable incentive mechanism that encourages manufacturers to continuously innovate battery technology to
improve battery performance and reduce their own costs in the process.
The battery life-cycle management programme announced by Shenzhen in 2018 can be summarized as follows:
•

The battery life-cycle information management system and battery production monitoring process, up to end use consumption and
recycling, was established by the city’s Environmental Protection Bureau.

•

An online maintenance station mall has been set up to monitor professional handling of battery recycling, transportation, and storage.

•

The battery recycling industrial facilities were established under the required supervision and inspection. Hence, battery life-cycle
management is traceable, and the entire recycling process is well under control.

At the beginning of 2020, decommissioning of the first batch of electric bus batteries began and standardized battery disposal was
implemented accordingly.
In the following, we provide an overview of the major regulations put in place by the Shenzhen Environmental Protection Bureau.

Figure 7: The first batch of recycled batteries.
Source: Heng Chuang Rui Neng, 2020

Figure 8: Battery testing laboratory.
Source: Heng Chuang Rui Neng, 2020
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Table 3: National and local mandatory regulations
National / Local
January 2016
National
2016
National
August 2017
National
2017
National
January 2018
National
April 2018
Local

Policy
Content
"Technical Policy for the Recycling and
Promote a coding system for battery products, where battery
Utilization of Electric Bus Power Batteries" manufacturers code batteries so that information can be traced.
"The Implementation Plan of the Extended
Producer Responsibility System"

"Product Specifications and Dimensions of
Batteries for Electric Vehicles"

"Automotive Power Battery Coding Rules"
(GB/T34014-2017, release time 2017-07-12,
implementation time 2018-02-01)
"Interim Measures for the Administration of
Recycling and Utilization of Power Batteries
for New Energy Vehicles"
"Shenzhen Pilot Work Plan for the
Construction of a National New Energy
Vehicle Power Battery Regulatory Recycling
System (2018-2020)"

Manufacturers consider the recyclability and disassembly of
batteries, give priority to the use of renewable raw materials,
safe and environmentally friendly materials, and in-depth product
eco-design.
Make clear requirements for the size and specifications of the
power battery cells, modules and standard boxes for electric
vehicles, and specify the applicable types and specific size
parameters of the batteries for different types of vehicles.
The battery code is used for tracing the production, sale, use,
maintenance, recycling, cascade utilization, and regeneration of
automotive power batteries.
The electric bus manufacturers establish battery recycling
channels to be responsible for the recovery of waste power
batteries generated after the use and scrapping of new energy
vehicles.
Realize the full life cycle supervision of all electric bus batteries
included in the scope of subsidies, and establish a complete
battery supervision and recovery system.

Greenhouse gas emissions reduction
Compared to conventional fuel buses, CO2 emissions from electric buses are reduced by about 48%. The Guangzhou Provincial Transportation
Department has published that total carbon dioxide emissions were reduced by 1.3 million tons in 2017 by means of the transition to the
electric buses in Shenzhen. Annual emissions of pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, non-methane hydrocarbons and particulate matter have
been reduced by 432 tons. Following the successful green transition of the electric bus mobility system in Shenzhen, many Chinese cities
have already followed suit – one being Taiyuan city, the capital of Shanxi Province, which is notorious for Chinese coal production.

Figure 9: An electric taxi in Taiyuan, Shanxi Province, needs to charge its battery.
Source: Alamy, 2019

Figure 10: Electric buses manufactured by Chinese company BYD heading for Santiago, Chile.
Source: Alamy, 2020
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Beijing Qinglong Hutong:
Fewer Cars, More “Green”
TO FOSTER CREATIVE BUSINESSES AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN A HERITAGE AREA
As a great inspiration for future urban development of densely populated areas, the 1.2 km long Qinglong Hutong
northern loop demonstrates the innovative implementation of the ‘Grey Green Blue+’ planning and design strategy.
Specifically, in a car-dominated dense city centre, this planning approach reflects the integration of smart city
management with cultural heritage preservation, improves residents’ livelihoods, creates open spaces for businesses
and local communities, and offers potential for further local economic development.

Project background

Facts & Figures

The term “hutong” describes the ancient urban alleys unique to Beijing. It also refers to the

Location:
Dongcheng District, Beijing

typical form of traditional residential areas characterized by such alleys, which for centuries
were the predominant structures in the areas where the inhabitants of China’s capital lived.
Thousands of hutongs once formed a vibrant Beijing. In the meantime, many hutongs have been
demolished and transformed into modern city districts, with few hutong areas still in use and
showcasing the city’s cultural heritage. The condition of these existing hutongs varies though,
from rather low-income group residential areas lacking modernization to more centrally situated
hutongs serving as tourist attractions and high-end housing quarters. During his visit to Beijing
in 2017, Chinese President Xi Jinping proposed strengthening the urban characteristics of
“Traditional Chinese styles, the ancient capital city and the symbols of the Chinese New Era”. The

Project Area:
24.2 hectares
Project Cost (Phase I):
CNY 650 million (EUR 82 million –
conversion rate updated January 1,
2021)
Construction Period:
April 2018 - April 2019
Served Population:
11,000 residents

president called for the remaining hutongs to be both preserved and adapted to form modernera developments, while maintaining the charm of the ancient capital – helping to improve the
local and often vulnerable residents’ livelihoods, and to carefully foster development tailored to
local conditions.

Figure 1: The Qinglong Hutong Loop enhanced the historic Hutong area and made local communities and businesses more
liveable.
Source: NORDiQ and Archiland (Beijing), 2018

This case study is one of a series of 10 on urban
innovations towards low-carbon development in
Chinese cities, prepared by NORDiQ on behalf of
GIZ in June 2021. More information can be found at
www.Transition-China.org
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In 2017, the Beijing Dongcheng District initiated the “Beijing Qinglong Hutong Community Cultural Innovation Project”. The project area,
commonly referred to as the “Qinglong Loop”, connects the inner side of the north second ring road in the north of the city with the Tibetan
Buddhist Embroidery Hutong in the west, from Yushu Ertiao, Gunbu Toutiao, Bailin Hutong to Xilou Hutong in the south, and from Beixiao
Street in the east (Figure 1). It covers an area of 242,000 m2 and stretches across two communities in Beixinqiao Street with a total of
about 11,000 residents.

Spotlight on historical Beijing
The Qinglong Hutong area has high population density and the buildings are not permitted to be higher than 9 metres. The areas are
subject to Beijing’s regulations on old town cultural preservation. A typical Chinese family living in a traditional hutong area consists of
three members and shares a 10-15 m2 low-quality, single-storey house with poor insulation and sanitation facilities. Over the years, the
very high demand, and prices for private property in the capital have triggered many illegal expansions of the existing buildings, which
further squeezes already narrow alleys and public open space.

THE“QINGLONG LOOP”
Figure 2-3: Both maps show the location of Qinglong Hutong street and area with construction of 5 mini squares connecting the north ring two road and Hutong communities.
Source: NORDiQ, 2018

Figure 4: Qinglong Hutong loop street with synergies between green mobility, sponge development, green corridor, and commercial.
Source: NORDiQ and Archiland (Beijing), 2018
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The Qinglong Hutong regeneration project aims to cater for the living and working needs of local communities and businesses. By
upgrading the hutong area to provide a higher living standard with more liveable public spaces, it was intended to attract younger citizens
and creative businesses to the area previously populated by elderly residents. The upgraded, high-quality Hutong public space significantly
improved both people’s perception and the value of the area. It triggered investments, improved residents’ living conditions and now offers
visitors and tourists a chance to experience characteristic Beijing Hutong. The regeneration experience and business development model
applied in this project stands for a best-practice approach for a community-scale demonstration under the Beijing Master Plan 2035,
representing one of the best local approaches for the regeneration of historic city districts.

Heritage meets digital
The Qinglong Street Lab is built on a high-tech network infrastructure that provides the basis for connecting Industrial Internet of Things
devices from various companies and business domains – ranging from smart energy solutions to air quality monitoring and parking
detection. Open standards and application programming interfaces (APIs) enable the integration of and connection between the various
components, securing the transfer of data and avoiding vendor lock-in, as displayed in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5: Qinglong Hutong
loop smart street concept
design scheme.
Source: NORDiQ and Archiland
(Beijing), 2018

Figure 6: Smart street scenic
strategies design at the
entrance to the Qinglong
Hutong loop.
Source: NORDiQ and Archiland
(Beijing), 2018
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Cultural heritage and modern public spaces
Hutongs are Beijing’s valuable cultural heritage for access
by all citizens and visitors. However, the historic structures
and alleys have lost track with the capital’s fast urbanisation
and modern economic growth. With its classic shape, the
modern citizen’s expectations on high-quality public space
are no longer met by these historical, central city quarters.
To preserve historic districts and communities, the Beijing
Municipality therefore emphasized the need to link heritage
sites with the modern era while still aspiring to maintain
cultural elements. Hutong districts have favourable potential
to be transformed into liveable public spaces designed
for people, attracting pedestrians rather than being cardominated as many other areas of the city are.

Figure 7: Site photo of Qinglong Hutong before the renovation
Source: NORDiQ, 2017

Figure 8: The entrance of the Qinglong Hutong.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

Figure 9: Qinglong Hutong transformed from a car-dominated street into a liveable pedestrian public space with commerce.
Source: NORDiQ, 2021
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With the Qinglong Hutong project, large-scale historic district renewal linked with environmental improvement was achieved using an
overall neighbourhood planning approach, and integrated enhancement of digital-based city management.

Urban resilience
To cope with the increasing extreme weather events expected in Beijing due to climate change, particularly with respect to intense rainfall,
the project applied a sponge city concept to improve the level of resilience in the area (Figure 9). Water-absorbing pavements, rainwater
gardens and vertical gardening were installed to capture, slow down and filter stormwater. As a co-benefit, the total green space has
increased by 27%, contributing to the area’s overall “greener” image. The area’s capacity to handle stormwater increased between 50% and
100%.
Filtration chambers with a volume of 1,500 m3 and a height of 50 cm were constructed which can handle up to 100% of the stormwater.
Water falling on a 3.2-hectare plot of land, providing 2.5 times more reception capacity than the entire project area needs.

Figure 10: Qinglong Hutong street sponge solution design section scheme.
Source: NORDiQ and Archiland (Beijing), 2018

Preserved communities and tourist transformation
Parking space has always been scarce in the densely designed hutongs, as traditional inhabitants of these areas rarely had their own cars.
Modern residents tend to have cars and parking in narrow streets makes the area less accessible and liveable, especially for children
and senior citizens who normally stay close to home and use public space along the Hutong alley for playing and relation. More than in
other residential area, parking cars in hutongs leads to traffic congestion and compromises safety. When historic districts become tourist
attractions, car parking naturally becomes incompatible.
For the Qinglong Hutong project, a combination of vertical parking garages located adjacent to the hutong and regulations on night-time
parking for residents at neighbouring office buildings have eased the pressure on residents to find parking space for their cars. With
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the introduction of an enhanced traffic flow concept through the hutong based one-way streets in the loop, the Qinglong area became a
showcase for green mobility. In addition, by steering local business development towards cultural and creative operations, the project
profiled and stimulated commercial development in the area.
The northern part of the Qinglong hutong street has meanwhile turned into a high-quality outdoor activity space for residents and visitors
alike, and the southern part of the street offers peace and quiet for the residents living in the area. The now liveable urban space not
only improves the quality of life for residents, but also brings better basic services and spatial experiences to people who work in the
neighbourhood, and to local visitors and tourists. Following the successful implementation of the Qinglong Hutong project, the Beijing
Municipality has adopted the Qinglong planning concept in their general guidelines on urban renewable design.
The Qinglong Hutong, as the co-host of the Beijing International Design Week (BJDW) – an important international annual cultural event –,
has inspired many designers and professionals from both China and abroad. These can serve as facilitators by taking Beijing-created ideas
about sustainable urban renewal of densely populated urban areas back home.

Figure 11: For Beijing Design Week 2017, MAD presents “Wonderland” - a
temporary pavilion located in Qinglong Hutong.
Source: MAD, 2017

Figure 12: Beijing International Design Week, October 2018: The NORDiQ Qinglong
project team sit in a nest made of plastics to educate people about protecting
the environment.
Source: NORDiQ, 2018

Figure 13: The art installation made by Program SPARK at Beijing Design Week 2018.
Source: Bai Yanwen & Nan Xueqian, 2018
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Luxelakes Eco-City:
Sustainable Planning Paradigms
LIVING AND WORKING GREENER AND HEALTHIER
Luxelakes Eco-City is a new town in Chengdu which integrates a mixture of residential, business, recreation, and
entertainment areas in a rehabilitated lakeside environment. Compared to the traditional property development
method, which often fails to take ecological aspects into account, it offers a new alternative to city dwellers who
want to live closer to nature and have healthier lifestyles. The ecological technology applied in the construction
of Luxelakes greatly enriched local biodiversity and improved urban resilience. And it has become a model for
new town development in China in terms of integrating ecological environment and city public functions.

Creating a water eco-city

Facts & Figures

With a total site area of 553 hectares, the Luxelakes Eco-City is a new town located in the

Location:
Tianfu New Area, Chengdu

burgeoning Tianfu New District of Chengdu City, the capital of Sichuan Province. It is supported
by unique ecological resources. Luxelakes integrates high-end residences, industry, leisure, and
entertainment. In the future, it will accommodate more than 200,000 people living and working
in the area. According to the unique topographical features and the concept of ecological
development, the Luxelakes project has optimized the overall structure of the region. This
includes rearrangement of the road network and water network system, allowing integration of
the water elements and the existing city structures, ensuring both landscape aesthetics and

Developer:
Chengdu Wide Horizon Real Estate
Construction Period:
Since July 2010
Site Area:
553 hectares

ecological effects.

Lake Area:
140 hectares

Luxelakes is not a natural lake. It draws water from the Dujiangyan irrigation system, which

Population Served:
More than 200,000

naturally forms a lake based on the original shallow hilly landform. The Luxelakes area

Figure 1: Bird’s-eye view of Luxelakes Eco-City.
Source: Luxelakes, 2016

This case study is one of a series of 10 on urban
innovations towards low-carbon development in
Chinese cities, prepared by NORDiQ on behalf of
GIZ in June 2021. More information can be found at
www.Transition-China.org
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measures about 140 hectares and is currently the largest artificial lake transformed from a hilly ecosystem in China. It provides an
important ecological base for the eco-city. Luxelakes spreads as a coral-shaped shore, with approximately 40 km of lake shoreline. This
increases the area of urban space connected with water. Most residential high-rise buildings and villas are built along the lake, creating
a long stretch of waterfront landscapes and more intimate links between buildings, daily life, and work. As part of Tianfu New District,
the eco-city adds a unique ecological landscape experience where citizens can enjoy an immersive and serene experience away from the
bustling city.

Dam1

Dam2
Dam3

Figure 2-4: The process of water diversion into the city.
Source: Ted official video release from Luo Liping’s 18-minute speech, 2018

Diverse ecosystems with multiple faces
With the original hilly terrain, Luxelakes has transformed the former single terrestrial ecosystem composed of farmland, fishponds, and
woodlands into multiple ecosystems of land and water areas consisting of lakes, wetlands, grasslands, and forests. It vastly improves
ecosystem diversity and greatly increased the diversity of habitats, biocenoses, and ecological processes in the biosphere, which in turn
greatly enriched species diversity in the Luxelakes area.
Having started in 2011, it took five years for Luxelakes to build a stable and sustainable ecosystem – a “clear water ecosystem”. In the
early stage and as a first step, Luxelakes was cleaned up to make it more suitable for the growth of underwater plants and animals. This
was followed by the establishment of ecological niches, stocking a certain number of aquatic animals with different types and a specific
ratio. The corresponding habitat was built by planting hydrophytes of diverse species, considering different growing seasons and flower
seasons, to build a healthy and effective biological system. In the natural development stage, necessary assistance was provided to
prevent selected species from becoming too dominant.
Now, Luxelakes is self-regulating and purified to a certain extent, and the water quality meets the Chinese surface water standard level II
(level I is the purest) during most of the year, with underwater visibility up to 2 metres. However, due to Luxelakes being a large artificial
lake, and with ongoing activities near the lake (leisure visits, construction, etc.), human intervention is needed to prevent the water quality
from deteriorating. Therefore, the ecological balance of Luxelakes is achieved by the natural ecosystem’s self-regulation and by human
assistance. Over the years, an integrated management and protection system has been formed, which ensures clean water quality.

Figure 5: The transparency of the lake can reach depths of 2-3 metres.
Source: Ted official video release from Luo Liping’s 18-minute speech, 2018
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Figure 6: The clean water brings people closer to the lake.
Source: Luxelakes, 2016

Creating a place for people
Luxelakes Eco-City emphasizes the integrity of urban functions and strives to achieve a balance between living and working. It also
attempts to settle innovative and creative industries and establish a respective business cluster to attract talents for further incubation
– the liveability of the green area is designed to be a perfect habitat for those high potentials. The Luxelakes Eco-City Industrial Cluster
consists of three major sub-groups: headquarters economy, creative industries (including tourism and commerce), and comprehensive
business services.
Luxelakes Eco-City will not only provide a shelter but is set to create a place in which residents can live and grow, i.e. offering potential
mid- and high-income target groups an “ideal life”. The designers have carried out in-depth research on living conditions of people in all
ages, so that everyone who lives here can find their own place. Through the study of child psychology and behaviour, a variety of spaces
such as “nature and growth education”, and “children’s games and activities” are created. The design also features different leisure spaces
for elderly family members aged between 55 and 100, all based on research about their specific needs and habits.

Figure 7: I-start Children's Festival.
Source: Luxelakes, 2016

Figure 8: Monaco Culture Week.
Source: Luxelakes, 2016

Figure 9-10: Sports meeting in Luxelaks Eco-City.
Source: Luxelakes, 2016

Aesthetic architecture and state-of-the-art community spaces
For a long time, Chinese land developers have constructed high-density housing with little consideration of proper community environment.
Most of the buildings were built in a short space of time, largely replicating the same, basic, cheap, outdated designs of the past. This
caused cities to lose their character, leading to rather generic impressions of urban areas across China. The country’s rapid urbanisation
along with the associated political pressure and economic incentives had a negative, imperceptible influence on people’s aesthetic
appreciation and indirectly even their understanding and appreciation of work-life balance. As the most intuitive characteristic of a city,
architecture is not only related to the building itself, but also to the people’s and the city’s public thinking. In recent years, such soft
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aspects became more widely acknowledged in China’s urban planning, and architecture together with aspects of urban aesthetics shifted
more into the centre of Chinese planner’s attention. Luxelakes is a notable example of such new Chinese thinking in urban planning. Up to
now, nearly 50 design studios and over 100 renowned designers from China and abroad contributed their ideas to Luxelakes. The project
developer consistently pursues the ultimate target of state-of-the-art architecture and aesthetics. Each building in the complex is a piece
of art in itself and many have received international recognition, among them the Gold Nugget Award, the National Landscape Award from
the British Association of Landscape Industries, and the Ecological Liveable International Model Award in Asia. Aesthetic thinking has
become a “conscious approach” in Luxelakes. Also, its architecture has become a carrier for balancing art, ecology, and liveability. The
entire ensemble is much more than just “beautiful architecture”.
The Luxelakes Eco-City Art Exhibition Centre serves as Chengdu’s urban culture and art experience centre. The Art Exhibition Centre
includes the “A4 Art Museum”, comprising an ecological art museum, an academic lecture hall, an aquatic theatre, a library, restaurants,
etc. This multifaceted art museum complex also provides recreational places for residents for rest and relaxation, leisure, recreation, and
entertainment. Residents living in the city centre visit Luxelakes to spend their free time, visit exhibitions, do sports, or engage in other
social activities.

Figure 11-14: In Luxelakes, use of green building materials turns each building into a piece of art.
Source: Luxelakes, 2016
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Longgang: The Largest Waste-to-Energy
Plant in the World
COMBINING WASTE MANAGEMENT, RENEWABLE ENERGY, TOURISM AND EDUCATION
Shenzhen, a megacity of 20 million people, produces approximately 15,000 tons of waste every day. This is
expected to increase at a rate of 7% per year. With an investment of CNY 4.4 billion and an area of about 543
km2, the Longgang Energy Ecological Park is at the completion stage and will become the world’s largest waste
incineration power plant, with a daily processing capacity of 5,000 tons of household waste and the capacity to
handle one-third of all waste generated by Shenzhen’s 20 million residents. As a 165 MW power plant, generating
550 million KWH of electricity a year, its GHG emissions reduction effect will allow Shenzhen to meet its emission
reduction targets.

Shenzhen’s motivation: Towards a better and cleaner urban future

Facts & Figures

China’s 13th Five-year Plan (2015-2020) had a clear goal to foster a circular economy aimed

Location:
Longgang District, Shenzhen

at reducing waste and improving recycling. To comply with that plan, Shenzhen had taken
steps to develop and upgrade its waste disposal policies and facilities: landfill facilities were
progressively banned and will be completely replaced by full-scale incineration plants. In April
2019, Shenzhen, along with other cities, was officially nominated by the Chinese government as
a “no-waste cities” pilot city. As the most important project of that new pilot city, the Longgang
Energy Ecological Park project was initiated to establish a large waste incineration and power
generation complex near Shenzhen, integrating “production + office + life + education + tourism”.
It is designed as an energy ecological park in a trendy science and technology style to attract
and invite the public to inform themselves about the new facility and related aspects of circular

Developer:
Shenzhen Energy Environmental Co., Ltd
Capacity:
3*66 MW
Solid waste 5,000 tons per day 550m
KWHE per year
Site Area:
54.67 hectares
Gross Floor Area:
112,645 m2

economy. Detailed design work on the project commenced in early 2016, while the plan went
into industrial operation (i.e. waste incineration) in September 2019. All remaining works,
including the visitor facilities, will be fully complete in summer 2021.

Figure 1: Bird’s-eye view visualization of Longgang Energy Ecological Park.
Source: Schmidt Hammer Lassen, 2019

Construction:
To be completed in summer 2021
Status:
Industrial operations began in
September 2019

This case study is one of a series of 10 on urban
innovations towards low-carbon development in
Chinese cities, prepared by NORDiQ on behalf of
GIZ in June 2021. More information can be found at
www.Transition-China.org
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Low-carbon architecture
The main building has a simple, clean, symbolic circular layout, which keeps the floor space of the industrial site to a minimum, and
effectively reduces the amount of required earthwork for construction. For the circular design, the architects changed the conventional
linear machinery setup in conventional waste-to-energy power plants. After detailed studies on the grates and other specific equipment, an
optimized, compact floorplan was applied. With the use of noise and odour isolation materials, different function zones like waste storage
bunkers, noisy generators, and supporting factory functions are placed under the same roof, thus ensuring full use of the available space.
Also, instead of tall square facades, a circular facade was wrapped around the main infrastructure, which by means of height adjustments
resulted in optimum use of the available volume.
Dam2
Dam3

Figure 2-6: The process of floorplan development.
Source: Schmidt Hammer Lassen, 2019

Energy efficiency of the buildings
The plant’s compact design will result in a 66,000 m2 flat roof, which provides abundant space for environment-focused facilities. A
44,000 m2 roof covered with solar photovoltaic panels provides renewable energy for the city. Incineration of waste is beneficial compared
to landfills because it produces electricity and heat and leads to lesser greenhouse gas emissions and other contamination of the
environment (Assamoi & Lawryshyn, 2012).
The remaining roof space serves as a water collection and reuse section; a green roof in combination with transparent sections will allow
reuse of rainwater and still maximize use of daylight for indoor illumination. The resulting savings of electricity for lighting in such a
large-scale factory building can be considerable and the installations mentioned showcase best-practice models for future low-carbon
industry designs in China.

Figure 6-7: Use of the 66,000 sqm. Rooftop.
Source: Schmidt Hammer Lassen, 2019
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Open to citizens and visitors
At the edge of the rooftop, a 1.5 km circular walkway will be installed, on which visitors can enjoy a splendid view of the surrounding
landscape and of the plant itself. In addition to the rooftop loop walk, the plant will future an indoor loop walk for visitors, leading them
through the various workspaces, from the upper to the lower levels, and connecting the entrance area with the visitor centre. The plant’s
machinery is just a few meters away for visitors to view while crossing the connecting bridge.

Figure 8-9: Citizen participation area.
Source: Schmidt Hammer Lassen, 2019

By showcasing the technical process of waste-to-energy production to the public, awareness will be raised about the challenges involved
with the volumes of waste – something which all Chinese cities are faced. After a tour through the plant, visitors are informed about
increasing amounts of waste and what they can do as individuals to avoid and reduce waste in daily life.

Figure 10-13: Internal loop walk.
Source: Schmidt Hammer Lassen, 2019
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A building-landscape integrated design
The Longgang Energy Ecological Park integrated architectural excellence with industrial functionality. The circular design of the main
building reflects the three design priorities of a harmonious environment, future-focused environmental protection, and openness as an
ecological park. The two overall planning and design themes were to create an “environmental valley”, and an “energy core”, implying that
the plant will not only provide energy for urban production and life, but also spiritual energy for society, the community, and residents.

Figure 12-14: Surrounding landscape.
Source: Schmidt Hammer Lassen, 2019

Figure 15-18: Plant visualizations.
Source: Gottlieb Paludan Architects, 2019
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Singapore Nanjing Eco Hi-tech Island:
Practicing Ecology-Oriented Development
SMART ECO-URBANISM PRIORITISING BOTH PEOPLE AND NATURE
Different from the commonly practiced former urbanisation approach of past decades, “pollution first, restoration
second”, the national strategy for the Yangtze River Economic Belt (YREB) calls for development towards wellcoordinated environmental conservation and the avoidance of excessive, destructive projects. Nanjing, the capital city of
Jiangsu Province, is a core megacity on the Yangtze River. As a best-practice example, Singapore Nanjing Eco Hi-tech
Island became a model low-carbon city with vitality, liveability, and intelligent innovations, all based on the concept of
protecting and improving the existing environment.

Project background

Facts & Figures

Located on the banks of the Yangtze River, Singapore Nanjing Eco Hi-tech Island is only 6.5

Location:
Jianye District, Nanjing

km from the city centre and is connected by a bridge from Nanjing’s new central business
district. Due to its proximity to the city centre and its ecologically sensitive surroundings, it
was designed as a model solution for ecology-focused urban development. The island is a
regional foreign economic cooperation project between Singapore and Nanjing, which has been
developed and promoted by the Jiangsu Provincial Government and Singapore Ministry of Trade
and Industry (MTI) since November 2008. Its total area is about 15 km2, and the total investment
exceeds CNY 100 billion. Today the complex is close to completion and large parts are already
in operation. It is expected that upon full completion, the project’s annual tax contribution will
amount to more than CNY 3 billion p.a., and some 50,000 people will work and live on the island.
The island complex is a key pillar in advancing Nanjing’s economy and in showcasing the city’s
ambition towards sustainable urban development.
The businesses already established on the island mainly focus on information technology
and development of artificial intelligence, and there are also companies associated with
environmental protection technologies and water sciences. Hence, the island complex represents
Nanjing’s new centre for high-tech innovations and ecological products and services, but also
serves as an attractive urban retreat – providing leisure grounds for residents
from further afield.

Figure 1: A bird’s-eye view photo of Singapore Nanjing Eco Hi-tech Island.
Source: Shao Feng, 2020

and for citizens

Project Area:
15.21 km2
Floor Area (Planning):
Residential buildings: 2.7 million m2
Service buildings: 0.6 million m2
Office buildings: 2.7 million m2
Green Building Ratio:
100%
Green Coverage Rate of the Island:
70% by December 2020
Project Authority:
Jiangsu Provincial Government and
Singapore Ministry of Trade and
Industry (MTI)
Construction Period:
Since 2010 and ongoing
Served Population:
50,000 residents
Project Cost:
Over CNY 100 billion which equals EUR
12.8 billion – conversion rate updated
May 2021

This case study is one of a series of 10 on urban
innovations towards low-carbon development in
Chinese cities, prepared by NORDiQ on behalf of
GIZ in June 2021. More information can be found at
www.Transition-China.org
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Sponge city approach for better resilience and safety
In 2016, Nanjing was nominated by the Chinese government as a pilot city for the “sponge city concept” in Jiangsu Province, and Singapore
Nanjing Eco Hi-tech Island was included as one of the key demonstration projects. The sponge city approach for the island complex is
based on a special plan for stormwater management, covering the whole island, to systematically ensure urban resilience with respect
to the water drainage system, developed quarters, greens spaces, roads, etc. The concept requires that each hectare of construction land
should have no less than 100 m3 of rainwater storage capacity.
The island’s green coverage rate has reached 70%, the average annual runoff control has reached 80%, and the non-point source pollution
reduction rate has reached more than 60%. In 2016 and 2017, Nanjing suffered repeatedly from continuous heavy rainfall and many parts of
the urban area were flooded. However, the Eco Hi-tech Island weathered the rainy seasons unscathed, thus testifying to the effectiveness
of the sponge function of its construction.
The Jiangdao Technology Innovation Centre is the first taller building in Singapore Nanjing Eco Hi-tech Island, with a gross floor area of
52,000 m2. It includes public services and administration for the entire island complex, a planning exhibition hall, a conference centre.
Its green roof area measures around 1,350 m2. After the rainwater is filtrated and purified by the vegetation and soil of the green roof, it
is led through the drainage pipes and collected in a large storage tank in the basement. The water storage tank can collect 100 m3 of
rainwater; after disinfection, further filtration, and other processing stages, the water is finally collected in the clean water tank. On sunny
days, the stored water can be drawn outside for irrigation of the surrounding green areas. The rainwater recovery system can recycle 4,500
tons of rainwater every year, saving 30% to 50% of the amount of water typically used in a complex of this type (Figure 3).

Figure 2: The green buffer zone by the riverside and large sunken park on the island
Source: Singapore Nanjing Eco Hi-tech Island, 2020

Figure 3: The water storage tank of Jiangdao Technology Innovation Centre.
Source: Singapore Nanjing Eco Hi-tech Island, 2020

Active transportation system integrated with green infrastructure
The transportation concept of the Eco Hi-tech Island foresees a “pedestrian system separated from vehicle system” as a core design
element. Apart from 70 km of lanes for active mobility modes running parallel to the municipal road, the complex provides 24 km of river
embankment road around the island, 10 km of a pedestrian boulevard, 28 km of riverside road, and 6 km of slow traffic lanes (i.e. for
vehicles of up to 20 km/h) in the residential areas. Such greenway lanes greatly increase the vitality and liveability benefits and enhance
effects for the environment. For example, the road on the top of the original flood control dam around the island was transformed into a
track for walking, jogging, cycling, and marathon events, as well as for flood control and emergency rescue operations.

Innovations for green construction and buildings technologies
China’s green building rating standards are divided into Star III, Star II, and Star I, ranking from high to low. All buildings constructed in
the island complex received green buildings certification, of which 50% green buildings with Star II rating and 20% with Star III rating.
In addition, during the construction process, 60% of the construction equipment and lighting facilities used by the construction companies
had to be energy efficient. And 60% of all temporary accommodations and offices of construction personnel had to be reusable.
As a pilot project, the Jiangdao Technology Innovation Centre has been testing a wide range of climate adaptation solutions at the
island complex, including sustainable site pavements, natural lighting concepts, use of natural construction materials, as well as various
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systems for water collection and filtration. Eight peaks on the roof, symbolising the neighbouring two mountains Zhong and Shi (Figures 4
& 5), are each equipped with an oculus or “light cannon”, which will direct concentrated beams of natural daylight into the building. The
building’s dual-layer roof reduces both heat radiation in winter and heat absorption during the summer months. Long cantilevered eaves
provide shading. The centre also obtains energy from a geothermal heat pump system. Total energy use in the complex is 30% lower than
for conventional buildings. The complex received the gold medal in the MIPIM Asia Awards 2017 as Best Innovative Green Building (an
international real estate market event).

Figure 4: The Jiangdao Technology Innovation Centre.
Source: Terrence Zhang, 2020

Figure 5-6: The Jiangdao Technology Innovation Centre.
Source: Paul Dingman, 2020

In the adjacent building project named “Jiangdao Smart Pentagon”, an innovative cooling system was applied. The eight office buildings are
raised off the ground by one or two stories to increase passive cooling via natural ventilation. Their pentagonal shapes create narrower
floors that further optimize natural ventilation and bring daylight inside. Additional features, such as strategically placed vertical fins,
maximize passive cooling while maintaining clear and open views, and allowing energy use and excess heat to be reduced. Roof gardens
and terraces eliminate water runoff and provide habitat for local wildlife. They also provide a green space for office workers and visitors
to appreciate the views of the island and downtown Nanjing. Local plantings in the internal courtyard and the buildings’ surroundings help
to control water runoff and reduce erosion.

Figure 7-8: The Jiangdao Smart Pentagon.
Source: Paul Dingman, 2020
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Marine protection and raising public awareness
The Yangtze finless porpoise is a rare aquatic animal endemic to China. With the extinction of the Baiji (also known as the Yangtze river
dolphin), it has become the last remaining cetacean in the Yangtze River. Its population numbers are the most objective and sensitive
indicator of the environmental condition of the Yangtze River aquatic ecosystem. Several large groups of finless porpoises live in the
waters around the Singapore Nanjing Eco Hi-tech Island. Protecting the finless porpoise is synonymous with protecting the environment,
biodiversity, and water resources of the river.
The International Water Hub (IWH) is in the north of the island and is the first Water R&D industrial park completed on Singapore Nanjing
Eco Hi-tech Island. The IWH Finless Porpoise Science and Education Centre is located on the second floor of the IWH and features an
840 m2 science exhibition hall, a 240 m2 teaching and research room, and a multi-function hall for around 450 visitors. With the theme of
the Yangtze River and Finless Porpoise Conservation, it will present to the public the latest IWH data on Yangtze River Finless Porpoise
research as along with concepts and achievements of finless porpoise conservation, the aim being to foster public awareness about the
need for environmental protection. The centre aims at training people, especially teenagers, to pay attention to the Yangtze River and to
protect the biodiversity.

Figure 9: Visitors can take a deep dive into the ecological environment of the Yangtze
River and habitat of the finless porpoise.
Source: Triple Wisdom Education, 2020

Figure 10: Stimulating visitors' practical interest by making and programming the
bionic finless porpoise. Protecting the environment using science and technology.
Source: Triple Wisdom Education, 2020

Figure 11: In the research classroom, pupils from Nanjing Eco Hi-tech Island Primary School take part in the “Bionic Finless Porpoise Simulation Experiment Course” under the
guidance of the teacher.
Source: Triple Wisdom Education, 2020
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Shanghai Hongqiao Business District:
The First Green Eco-district in China
LOW-CARBON INFRASTRUCTURE VIA COMBINED COOLING, HEATING AND POWER (CCHP)
Shanghai Hongqiao Business District is an important transport hub in the Yangtze River Delta – one of China’s
most economically active, open, and innovative regions. Being a hub destination considered both in China´s “Belt
and Road Initiative” and the Yangtze River Economic Belt (YREB), Hongqiao Business District is designed as an
international centre for trade and commerce. It plays a core role in spearheading the Chinese government’s “highquality” integrated development of the Yangtze River Delta, and shapes Shanghai’s international image as a
globally focused metropolitan city.

High-capacity mobility hub and low-carbon spatial planning

Facts & Figures

Established in 2009, Hongqiao Business District covers an area of 86 km2 and connects the
2

Changning, Minhang, Jiading and Qingpu districts. Its core area of 4.7 km surrounds the
Hongqiao transportation hub. The hub consists of Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport, an
intercity high-speed railway station, three metro lines, buses, taxis and a not-yet completed
Maglev station. The Hongqiao hub is the first of its kind in China. With over 1.1 million transpassengers daily and located in a geographically favourable location connecting China’s most
economically developed regions, Hongqiao Business District is to be developed further as a
global centre of international trade and commerce and become a major transportation hub by
2035.

Location:
Shanghai
Administrator:
Shanghai Hongqiao Central Business
District Management Committee
Area of Hongqiao Business District:
86.6 km2
Area of Hongqiao Business District core
area:
4.7 km2
Area of green roof within the core area
Approximately 187,400 m2
CCHP system supplying area:
Approximately 5.5 million m2
CCHP energy stations:
5 in total:
3 stations completed
2 stations under construction

Figure 1: Bird’s-eye view visualization of Hongqiao Business District Core Area.
Source: shhqcbd.gov.cn, 2020

This case study is one of a series of 10 on urban
innovations towards low-carbon development in
Chinese cities, prepared by NORDiQ on behalf of
GIZ in June 2021. More information can be found at
www.Transition-China.org
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Accessibility by non-motorised mobility modes is now a key concern in low-carbon spatial planning. For the Hongqiao Business District
a mixed-use development concept has been adopted, integrating the functions of working, living, and public services within typical
residential housing blocks of between 1-4 km2 (Figure 3). Through optimisation of different functional zones, residents’ daily travel demand
has been reduced. According to reports, people who live and work in the Hongqiao Business District’s core area prefer biking or walking
instead of driving by car or taking public transport in their neighbourhood. Less traffic leads to an improvement in local air quality and
enhanced liveability.
Stand-alone mode

Hongqiao Business District

Hongqiao Transpor tation Hub

1-2km

1-2km

Mixed-use mode
Hongqiao Business District
Core Area

1-2km

Figure 2: Location of Hongqiao Business District.
Source: shhqcbd.gov.cn, 2020

1-2km

Figure 3: Diagrams of the Hongqiao Business District land-use plan.

Outside the residential blocks, rail transit and bus rapid transit (BRT) are the main modes of transportation. To facilitate residents’ longdistance travel, Hongqiao Business District has implemented the integrated transportation model contained in the “Zero Transfer and
Seamless Connection” plan, which connects the bike rental station with the bus/BRT station. This combines environmental protection and
sustainable development in the transportation field.

Green buildings approaches
The Hongqiao Business District was designed to comply with international and national green and low-carbon building standards. All
buildings in the district’s core area must obtain the “Star II” rating of the Chinese “Green Building Certificate”. By January 2021, over 50%
of the new buildings in that area must achieve a “Star III” rating, the highest rating in the Chinese system. Also, many of the buildings in
the district are additionally certified under the international LEED certification system.

Figure 4: Aerial view photo of Shanghai Baoye Center
Source: shhqcbd.gov.cn, 2020
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In 2018, the core area of Hongqiao Business District accounted for approximately 187 km2 of green roofs, which represented approximately
50% of its entire roof area. Green roofs provide notable benefits for the entire district, providing additional recreation zones for people and
protection zones for biodiversity and renaturation of the city.
In addition, the green roofs help to prevent the buildings from heating up in sunlight and forming a heat-island. Also, green roofs can
play a role in stormwater management, reflecting the approaches of the sponge city concept, which is a policy priority for the Chinese
government. Underneath the roof gardens, there are pipes and different layers of filters installed to collect and filter stormwater for reuse.

Enhanced energy utilities
In the 12th Five-Year Plan (2011-2015), the Shanghai municipal government had started to consider not only the visible parts of
sustainable urban development, but also aim for advancements in sustainable underground structures such as those relating to metro
line planning, and the designs of underground utilities. In these structures the aim was to increase the efficiency of the power grid and to
reduce decentral GHG emissions. The municipal government began the planning and construction of the completely new regional centralized
energy supply system (i.e. combined cooling, heating, and power (CCHP) in 2009. In total 5 energy stations are planned for the Hongqiao
Business District’s core area, of which 3 were commissioned in April 2021.

Figure 5: Diagram of Hongqiao Business District core area's CCHP system pipelines and power stations
Source: shhqcbd.gov.cn, 2020

The CCHP system in the Hongqiao Business District is fuelled by natural gas. Part of the heat energy is recovered and used for refrigeration
systems, thereby reducing energy consumption, and reaching a total energy efficiency rate over the entire use chain of up to 78%.

Figure 6: Energy flow diagram of the CCHP system
Source: Energies, 2020
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Energy saving and GHG emission reduction
For the Hongqiao Business District, phased emission reduction targets and an associated implementation plan are in place. The carbon
emissions target established in Shanghai for central business districts was to reach a 45% reduction compared to the 2005 baseline by
2020. In fact, the carbon emission savings in the Hongqiao Business District exceeded that target and reached 58% in 2020; the Hongqiao
Business District has reduced almost 27,000 tons p.a. of carbon dioxide and saved 10 tons of standard coal equivalent p.a. in 2020.

Standard Coal Saving (ton)

CO 2 Reduction (ton)

Figure 7: Diagram of coal saving and GHG emission reduction.
Source: shhqcbd.gov.cn, 2021

Awards and achievements
As China’s first national-level ecological park, Hongqiao Business District is a pioneer in low-carbon business district development and
operation.
•

In 2011, it was listed as one of the first eight low-carbon development practice areas in Shanghai by the Shanghai Municipal
Development and Reform Commission

•

In 2014, it was recognised as a National Green Ecological Demonstration District by MOHURD (Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development of P. R. China)

•

In 2016, it was awarded the title of “Shanghai Low-Carbon Development Demonstration Zone” after an acceptance check by the
Shanghai Municipal Development and Reform Commission

•

In 2018, it was issued the first three-star national “Certificate of Green Eco-district Operation Label”, the highest-ranking label in
that field granted by the Chinese Society for Urban Science

Figure 8: “Certificate of Green Eco-district Operation Label”
Source: shhqcbd.gov.cn, 2018
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Parkview Green:
Energy-efficient Community Centre Concept
A PROMINENT GREEN MIXED-USE COMMERCIAL COMPLEX IN CHINA
Parkview Green FangCaoDi is a cutting-edge commercial complex in Beijing. In 2009, the project was recognised
as the first in China with the prestigious Leadership Energy and Environment Design for Core & Shell (LEEDCS) Platinum Certification and LEED Dynamic Plaque®. With a total building floor area of 200,000 m2 and a site
area of 3 hectares, Parkview Green integrates a hotel, a shopping mall, and multi-functional office space. It is
the largest sustainable mixed-use commercial building project in China and has become a model for further
developments of its kind.

Project background

Facts & Figures

Parkview Green, developed by the Parkview Group, is in one of the prime areas in Beijing’s

Location:
Chaoyang District, Beijing

Chaoyang District. In 1995, the developer started to plan the project based on a concept
considering a “people-oriented and green philosophy, commitment to innovate, unique designs,
as well as the relentless pursuit of detail” to create this iconic landmark building. The planning
and construction of Parkview Green took more than a decade, which for construction in China is
very rare.

Developer:
Beijing Parkview Properties Co., Ltd.
Site Area:
3.09 hectares
Gross Floor Area:
200,000 m2

In 2002, the developer tightened the project’s strategy during the already-commenced
construction: The big complex was to set a new sustainability standard for office buildings in
the 21st century. The idea emerged in 2000 after Beijing was confirmed as the host for the 2008
Olympics Summer Games and China started to receive international guests. The subsequent
design concept considered elements of staging ecology, energy saving and environmental
protection; all at a time when green buildings were still unknown in China.

Floor Area Ratio:
6
Completion time:
2012
Awards:
LEED-CS® Platinum Certification
LEED Dynamic Plaque

The international architecture firm ARUP together with a local design institute was appointed
in 2006 with the tasks to design a sustainable electric and plumbing system taking account of
energy efficiency (e.g. with respect to cooling and heating) and water usage, to comply with the
LEED Core and Shell Platinum standard. In addition, Parkview Green showcases energy-efficiency
through its shading features: It was designed as a high-density building ensemble with a plot
ratio of up to 6, which offers shading and optimum use of daylight within the complex. Still
unintended shading effects on surrounding lower level buildings are prevented.

Figure 1: Night scene of Parkview Green FangCaoDi.
Source: Liang Wenjun, 2020

This case study is one of a series of 10 on urban
innovations towards low-carbon development in
Chinese cities, prepared by NORDiQ on behalf of
GIZ in June 2021. More information can be found at
www.Transition-China.org
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Fulfilling both sustainability requirements in a high-rise building complex, the requirements for shading and the applicable local Beijing
daylight design code was challenging back in 2006. The architects and the engineering team extensively prepared numerical simulations to
discuss and analyse the project’s technical feasibility. The 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics were promoted as the “Green Olympics” at that
time, and hence the project received strong support from all relevant government agencies as a flagship activity. While the base structures
were ready in time for the Olympic Games, Parkview Green was only finally completed for full use in 2012.

An environmentally friendly, breathable building
To avoid shadows on the surrounding residential buildings and to maximise the use of internal space, Parkview Green was designed as two
9-storey and two 18-storey multi-functional, stand-alone buildings positioned along an L-shaped courtyard.
The four buildings are covered by an oblique triangular
envelope. The unique envelope creates an independent
microclimate inside. It is constructed as a steelframe structure with a single layer facade, with
glazing for the walls and ethylene tetrafluoroethylene
(ETFE) cushions for the roof. The microclimatic
envelope serves as an “environmental shield” and
can endure Beijing’s pronounced hot and cold
climate conditions. The interior climate is relatively
homogeneous and is easily controlled by an automated
building management system (BMS). To fit within the
microclimatic envelope, all buildings are designed
with atria spaces, sky gardens, terraces, and bridges
linking the various buildings.
Figure 2: L-shaped Courtyard.
Source: Microclimatic Envelop – Parkview Green Beijing, 2011

The complex is equipped with a ventilated sunroof on the top of the outer membrane, as shown in Figure 2. The whole interior space acts
as a solar chimney, and at the highest point of the pyramidal building envelope – at a height of 89 metres – airflow is ventilated in and
out of the building. The solar chimney creates a natural ventilation system that circulates fresh air into office and atrium spaces, allowing
the building to “breathe”.

Figure 3: Microclimatic Envelop.
Source: Microclimatic Envelop – Parkview Green Beijing, 2011
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Progress in energy efficiency and sustainability
Parkview Green’s energy efficiency performance does not rely on complicated technologies or systems that are prone to failure. In summer,
in addition to the above-described microclimate system, the complex uses a well-orchestrated passive-house system that releases the
excess heat. The offices and retail areas are ventilated via underground ducts instead of energy-consuming air conditioners, and the
temperature remains more or less constant in individual offices via a mix of the inflow of air naturally tempered from the earth, and a
heat-reducing ceiling. The overall energy consumption of the building is reduced by the mix of the microclimate system, the radiant chilled
ceiling as part of building structure and an intelligent a building management system.
In addition, the air-filled ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) cushions for the roof connect a drainage structure to collect stormwater. The
stormwater drains into an underground tank, which provides water for irrigation of garden spaces. A water conservation concept for the
complex also includes automatic flow-controlled faucets and water-saving urinals, as well as low-flow toilets and showers. As a result,
the estimated annual water use is only 211 l/m2, which is comparably low for this type of building: Parkview Green saves 48% on water
consumption compared with the LEED baseline assumption.

Figure 4: Design of the Microclimate Envelop
Source: Microclimatic Envelop – Parkview Green Beijing, 2011

With a range of innovative environmental technologies and suitable building materials, energy and water consumption can be maintained
at a low level. The calculated total energy consumption is 89 kWh/m2 p.a., which is 38% less than the baseline assumption issued by the
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 90.1 in 2004, and about 50% less than the average for
the same type of existing buildings in Beijing.

Connecting the complex with local community life
The site for the project had been carefully chosen, considering – for the purpose of sustainability – its excellent public transportation
connections. Parkview Green is located in a residential community named FangCaoDi next to Beijing’s embassy area and the Chaoyang
Central Business District, connected by 3 metro lines and 15 bus lines.
Parkview Green features China’s first indoor suspension bridge for pedestrians. The bridge is 236 metres long, making it the longest
indoor bridge in Asia. This innovative design features provides a crossing from the building’s southeast corner to the northwest corner and
additionally connects the internal spaces with the surrounding neighbourhood. It makes it easy to walk through the complex and reach
the area beyond. The design concept foresees this level of connectivity for the complex, making it “inseparable” from the external urban
environment, and providing residents an attractive, easily accessible, safe commuting route.
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Figure 5-7: Interior photo of Parkview Green
Source: NORDiQ, 2021

An iconic landmark
In 2009, Parkview Green became China’s first mixed-use LEED Platinum building. In 2010, Parkview Green was awarded the annual best “Green
Building” of MIPIM Asia Award in Asia-Pacific (an international real estate market event). This was the first time that a Chinese building
project received that award. Those achievements made Parkview Green well known across China as the first model mixed-use commercial
project showcasing green living, environmental protection, and art.
In addition, its iconic shape, numerous functions, and integration into the local neighbourhood led to its excellent integration into the
district, creating a new district centre. It is now an iconic landmark of which Beijing residents are proud.
Park view Green
No.9 Dongdaqiao Road, Chaoyang Dist., Beijing, China
Last cer tif ication date Jul 02, 2020
Cer tif ication Level: Platinum

Figure 8: LEED Platinum scoreboard renewed on July 2, 2020.
Source: U.S. Green Building Council. www.usgbc.org, 2020
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PART 3

CONCLUSION
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The 10 selected case studies in this publication are examples of China piloting low-carbon urban innovations. The first pilot measures were
implemented in 2010, and the resulting successful practices have meanwhile inspired other Chinese cities as well as cities abroad.
The sustainability impact of the cases described is measured especially in terms of the their effects in promoting biodiversity, reducing
the cities’ greenhouse gas emissions, their contribution to urban resilience, their degree of resource efficiency, and their potential to
foster sustainable lifestyles for urban dwellers. These parameters have a strong impact on the consequences of China’s ongoing, rapid
urbanisation, which, if countermeasures are not diligently considered in all urban planning processes, may potentially lead to further
rapidly growing energy consumption, climate change and environmental degradation.
The adoption of green buildings was a central goal in the 13th Five-Year Plan (2015-2020), which requires that China increases the
share of green buildings in new constructions to 50% by 2020 and ensures that by 2030, 28% of all Chinese buildings are green. Strong
contributions to such targets are accomplished through large-scale green eco-district developments, such as the Hongqiao business
district, Singapore Nanjing Island and Luxelake Eco-City, where all buildings are constructed as “green”, as per the Chinese Star III System.
The “Beijing Parkview Green Building Complex” is the first and largest commercial mix-use building block in China, built as green office
space in compliance with the international LEED green buildings standard.
The mega cities Beijing and Shanghai have rolled out large-scale retrofit programmes to gain further co-benefits from more efficient
buildings and industrial facilities. Beijing’s Qinglong Hutong Creative Garden and Loop project is an excellent showcase for creating highquality public space alongside the preservation of old heritage and despite heavy commercial pressure towards high-density development.
Beijing’s Liangma Riverfront Space Revitalization Project, located in a central area of the city’s Chaoyang district, accommodates both the
international trade and embassy area and the well-frequented Chaoyang Park, a green area for local citizens. The project displays the
ambition of the city government towards a “blue-green ecological connection” by integrating soft mobility (i.e. travel modes with a speed
lower than 20 km/h) along the river. Citizens’ positive uptake of the completed project is remarkable!
Beijing was globally known as the “city of bikes” back in the 1980s, when the bicycle dominated urban mobility as the preferred mode of
transport. After 30 years prioritizing the development of its car infrastructure, Beijing is now gradually reclaiming its throne as the bike
capital. In 2018, Beijing’s provincial government unveiled the first bicycle highway connecting two “sleeping suburb cities” of Huilongguan
and Shangdi, which together provide more than 500,000 jobs in the IT sector. Over 200,000 citizens, who typically live in Huilongguan can
now commute daily to Shangdi via the new highway; travel time is less than taking the car or the metro.
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The first cycling highway gained prominent recognition from local citizens and proved an effective means with which to improve quality
of Beijing’s air. The city is currently planning to construct another 3,200 km of bike lanes, 9 soft mobility plot zones and an 80 km long
“Double-Olympic Greenway Project” connecting the 2008 Summer Games Centre with the 2022 Winter Games Centre.
In 2016, the State Office of China announced the Yangtze River Economic Belt (YREB), one of the designated areas in China with ultimately
high economic density. It covers 11 provincial administrative regions. Green development practises applied in this area indicate that
economic and ecological development can go hand in hand to take account of environmental protection; the joint efforts of developers,
industry, and involved governments towards environment protection on a large-scale have not affected economic development negatively.
Large-scale environment protection measures allowed YREB to embark on a path of ecological prioritization and green development. The
cities of Chengdu, Wuhan, Nanjing, and Shanghai were selected as key sustainability pilots to showcase low-carbon urban innovations in
“blue-green ecological development”. These innovations combine water systems, soft mobility infrastructure, ecologically focused riverside
development, and protection of marine animals. Such transitions occur despite the fact, that Shanghai Hongqiao is maintained as an
international commercial hub with high density development, international trading activities, a high-speed train station hub, and a highly
advanced city metro line connection.
The City of Shenzhen, which is located at the heart of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Great Bay Area (GBA), aspires to merge with its
surrounding 9 mainland cities and 2 special administrative regions into a new Silicon Valley-inspired hub for technology and innovations.
Shenzhen has already accomplished making its public transportation system 100% electric. The city also built the world’s largest wasteto-resource facility. Urban integration as outlined in the GBA regional plan would strengthen industry supply chains and allow further
optimization in the use of smart digitalization in manufacturing and cloud services. Low-carbon energy, new vehicle technologies, electric
and hydrogen charging infrastructure construction, and progress in battery-electricity storage technologies are now actively advocated in
many Chinese cities – Shenzhen having developed as a model city in green mobility transition in China.
The 10 cases outlined in this publication will hopefully provide inspiration for international decision-makers in terms of ambition, overall
planning approaches, and the speed of effective transition.

Source: Yanweizhou Park of Jinhua City, Turenscape, 2014
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